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T'nis payer describes tests made to investigate a cabin insulation 

scheme and to determine cooling air distribution requirements for a sclper- 

sonic (M 2.2) passenger transport aircraft. Thermal conditions of flight 

were simulated in a ground rig with a section of aircraft fuselage equipped 

as 2 cabin. 

Several methods of introducing air into the cabin were tested. That 

employing the principle of jot entrainment xas fouid to be the most economical 

in cooling air mass flow, to provide overall pssscnger thermal comfort, 

The insulation and cooling scheme for the cabin xall was evaluated xtd 

the amount of heat leakage in the test specimen established. 
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7 IXTRODUCTION 

In supersonic transport aircraft it is more difficult to achieve a 

comfortable environment for crew and passengers than in subsonic aircraft, 

because of the high temperature of the aircraft skin induced by aerodynamic 

heating'. 

In order to provide a comfortable environment in the passenger cabin it 

is necessary to minimise the heat entering the cabin from the hot skin (e.g. 

by means of thermal insulation) and to distribute cooling air to remove the 

incoming heat and the internally generated heat, the major part of which is 

the passenger metabolic heat output2. 

The cooling air requirements and the smount of insulation necessary to 

maintain a given cabin environment are interrelated, i.e. a decrease in 

insulation would have to be balanced by a greater supply of cooling air. The 

best combination is that which gives a minimum combined weight penalty for 

the insulation and air cooling and distribution system, taking account of the 

power to drive the system. An important saving of space and weight may be 
3 achieved by a systemof wall cooling which intercepts some of the heat entering 

the aircraft before it reaches -the cabin. Cabin cooling air requirements may 

thus be reduced, with consequent reduction in air velocities and temperature 

gradients; Purthermore cabin wall temperatures are reduced. At aircraft 

speeds of about M 2 it is convenient to use cabin discharge air for wall 

cooling. 

The British Aircraft Cxporation (Filton Division) designed a supersonic 

(M 2.2) aircraft passenger cabin in connection with their studies of the 

Bristol 198 project. A representative section of the passenger cabin, 20 ft 

long and 12 ft in diameter, was constructed for testing in the R.A.E. Cooling 

Systems Laboratory. The specimen was designed to have insulated walls 

incorporating cooling air duets. 

The basic aim of the investigation was to develop a suitable cooling 

air distribution scheme to giv e overall passenger comfort throughout the 

cabin with maximum economy of cooling air. Air flow requirements and total 

heat loads were to be investigated, and the installed transmittance of the 

primary insulation determined. The effect of aircraft structure and structural 

attachments (i.e. heat leakage) on the effectiveness of the insulation was to 

be assessed. In the event the tests provided valuable information to assist in 

the design of the Concord. 
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2 THE TEST FACILITY 

The tests were made in the Mechanical. Engineering Department Cooling 

System I&oratory4. Esscntial'ltJ, a ra?iant heati.ng array was used to heat 

the specimen skin up to the required tcmqsrature, and col_d air supplies with 

mass flow and temperature control were provided. A number of the tests were 

made in the large altitude chamber. 

3 THE CABIN S?ECU~~! 

3.1 General 

The speciimen was built up from two szciions of f'uselsg~ s%ructure of a 

Britanie aircraft and was 26 ft long by 12 ft d!ameter. The section was 

terminated with wooden bulkheads which were enclosed by domed ends in steel 

(Figs.1 and 2). Tne skin structure was modl.Pied slightly by the inclusion of 

sub frames, as craclc Stoppers, between tile main frames (those were required 

to make the structure t&rmaIly representative - since at that time this type 

of construction was considered likely on the Concor:). The wazll.s of the 

specimen were lined with a c~m~osi'x Lnsulatinn (Pzra, 3.2). The specimen 

had no windows. 

The cabin was fitted with rqzescntatLvc furnishings, including hat 

racks, carpeting, and %welve &s of aircraft scats. Further details are 

given in Appendix A. . * 

?assengers in most of the Idtcr tests wcro * rxx$ated by 24 two dilnen- 

sional heated dummies each of ,l'iC% output (see Fara. 9.1 and Eig.6). 

3.2 Wall,insulation . 

As cruising speed and c:dnseQxntiy aircraft skin tc3;;eratiu-e increases, 

the thickness of insulation rec,r;ircd tb pro&co reasonable cabin wall temP?ra- 

tures become impracticable both from weight and spsce considtrations. ble 

m&hod of achieving satisfactoly wz+ll. t;,i,~,~r bux; is b ?I.':I? n wc.ll cccling 

system, in which a fluid is zjassed through a. space in -Ue ins-ul.ation and 

removes much of the ‘neck which has %~tercc? the rircrcZt from tG skin 3 . This 

type cf wzL1 cooling, uszng cabin discharge a.ir FA !.;:Lc cooling fiu5d, was 

employed in the test SpCCindl. 

The insulation used in the tes:t specimen was developed with the aid of 

tests made in a guard box conductivity rig5, Details of the ineulaU.on arc 

given in Fig.8 

P 
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For convenience, the insulation between the cabin skin and the wall 

cooling duct, comprising a (still) air slj!;LCC, reflective insulat.ion, glass 

fibre blanket and foamed polyvinyl chloride, is celled the primary insulation, 

while that between the wall cooling duct and the cabin proper, consisting of 

5L thin gJ.ass fibre board, either uninsulated or only lightly insulated, is 

called the secondary insulation. 

4 RANGE OF INVESTIGATION 

4.1 General 

The basic aim of the investigation was to develop a suitable air distri- 

bution scheme for an insulated suprsonic (M 2.2) aircraft cabin, capable of 

giving cveraii passenger ci)mfort throughout the cabin with maximum economy of 

conditioning air. The investigation may be broadiy divided under a number of 

headings. 

4.2 Air distribution system 

Six different methods of introducing the &ir into the cabin were tested. 

These are described in Section 5. 

4.3 Air flow requirements 

With the exception of the earliest scheme, the air flow inlet tempera- 

ture combinations to give comfort to a scaL?d ycsseFgcr were dotemined. In 

the early schemes the conditions to give comfort to seated passengers were 

frequently incompatible with comforuc, r+qblto conditions in the aisle. 

4.4 Heat loads 

In addition to the knolm internal heat load, a considerabiz quantity of 

heat enters the cabin from the hot outside skin. Heat enters through t'nc thin 

secondary insulation and influences cabin conditions, but the major part 

coming through the primary insulation incrcascs the temperature of the wall 

cooling air. In some applicatians the wall cooling air may be partly recircu- 

lated to the cabin, ?:hiLe in other e.pp~- lications it may be required to do 

further cooling clscwhcrc (c.g, cquigmcnt) before being discharged from the 

aircraft. In either case it is necessary to know the temperature of the 

exhaust air. 

4.5 Heat leakage 

The insulation scheme used in the con &ruction of the test specimen was 

based on theoretical considerations supported by experimental work with small 
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heat transfer specimen2. Experience has shown1 that in practical a?plica- 

tions there usually exist discontinuities in the insulatr'on (structural 

attachment points, insulation junctions, etc.) which may considerably degrade / 
the overall effectiverlcss of the insulation'. The additional heat flow 

contributed by these discontinuities is called heat lcak~zgc and it cannot 

readily be calculated. 

For design purposes it is desirable to know the installed overall trsns- 

mittancc of the aircraft insulation, and if possible, to determine the manner 

in which the heat leakage occurs. Later tests of the series were errangcd to 

provide this information. 

5 TEZ AIR PISTRIBUTICN SCREMRS 

5.1 Scheme A (Figs.3 and &(a)) 

The cooling air was introduced into the cabin through grilles locz&zd 

in the cabin wall just below the hat rack at about heed lcvcl of a sceted 

passenger, Air was fed to the grilles, via discrete ducts enclosed in tile 

wall cooling duct, from two main inlet ducts below the pzscngcr com?artmcnt 

floor. 

Air was exhausted from the: cabin via discharge grilles in the roof and 

at the foot of the walls (called "'floor dischar@?" hereafter). The air 

discharged through the roof exit was cncsed down the wall gap to a collection 

area at the bottom of the specirncn from whence it was ducted from the spzci- 

men. Floor discharge air was discharged via stub pipes, again enclosed in 

the wall cooling gap, to collcator pipes in the bcggagc compzrtsent. 

5.2 Scheme 13 (Fig.G(b)) 

The first major modification was the provision of a holloi~ hat rack 

which was fed vith air from what had previously been thrc cabin air inl& 

grilles, in the manner shown in Fig.h(b). The air was fed into the cabin 

through perforations in the under surface of the hat rack (3/16 inch diarseter 

holes at 3/4 inch pitch). 

5.3 Scheme C (Fig,5(a)) 

This scheme was similar to Scheme R except that the air was supplied to 

each hat rack from a longitudinal duct located above thz racks in the manner 

shown in Fig.5(a). Connections between thcsc ducts and the main inlet ducts 

in the baggage coml?artment was by means of vertical pipes (risers) in one of 

c 

, 



the domed ends of the specimen. The discrete ducts which had previously 

been used to feed air to the gril.les, and later to the hat rack, were dis- 

connected at both ends and a?l.owed to pass wail. cooling air (it was not 

possible to remove them at this stage). 

E 5.4 Scheme D (Figs.?(b) and 6) 

This major modification ~x.ist, introduced xhen a major overhaul of the 

specimen became necessary because of deterioration of the insulation. This 

scheme was introduced followi:lg a suggestion that cabin racks might be 

dispensed with to save space and weight, The perforated racks were removed 

and replaced by the arrangement shown in Figs.5('b) and 6 in which air was 

fed into the cabin through perforated ducts on each side of the cabin. 

5.5 Scheme E (Fig.'7(a)) 

This scheme was a modification of the previous scheme to determine 

whether it was feasible to distribute cabin air by means of high velocitjr 

air jets, relying on the entrainment of cabin air to provide good mixing. 

c 
The perforations in the side ducts were sealed asd the ducts used as 

* 

manifolds supplying a;.r Co t;le nozzles, located immediately below the hat 

racks which had been refitted as shown in Fig.?(a). This method of intro- 

ducing air seemed promisir& T and led to the development of Scheme F. 

5 : , ‘., Scheme F (Fig:.7(b)) 

Scheme F was a refined vcrsi;Jn of Scheme E, The perfora%d ducts were 

removed exposing the inner feed due-i;s which were scaled and insulated and 

used to feed nozzles located Just below the hat rack. 

6 INSTRUMENTATION (See also fq~cndix A) 

6.1 Estcrnally recorded ins-trlnent 2;bi I,!1 

Over 100 thermocoiqies VE~C welded to the outer skin of the specimen 

and. ccnnectcd to an automatic data recorder in the Cooling sJrstems Labcratory 

control room. Selected thermocouples were monitored to give a continuous 

check on the specimen skin tsqxratur2, cxtroi of the radiant heat intensity 

being either manual or automatic (controlled by a thermocouple output). 

Specimen inlet and outlet air tcm~eracurcs were measured by thcrmocoupLe 

grids also connected to the Control Room data recorder. 
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Plow measurement was by means of a calibrated orifice plate in the 

specimen outle'c duct. The associated pressure gorges were iocated in the 

Control Room. 

62 . Internal instrumentation 

Over 2C0 thermocouples had been installed through the depth of the 

insulation during the manufacture of the specimen. These were confined to 

a small portion of the specimen about mid length. (The locations and identi- 

fication of the thermocouples are given in Fig.8.) The thcrmocou~les were 

connected through appropriate switching t,o three strip chart recorders in the 

cabin. 

Initially wall duct air temperatures were recorded by means of mercury 

in glass thermometers inserted through the secondary insulation at various 

points in the measuring sections (i.e. two frame pitciics). Later a much more 

extensive survey of :Jali duct air tempzraturzs WRS made on t'ne port side 

using chcrmocouples (Appendix C, PiC.C2). 

6.3 Cabin air temperatures 

Cabin air temperatures wzr- 0 mcn;urcc? extcnsivcly using a "sling 

thermometer" or by fixed merc'+Uy in glass thermom&ers. Typical iocations 

are given in Fig.5. Apart from general tempers-ture surveys, tcmpocmturc 

WFtS sensed at a "control point" using a nickel wire resistance thcrmomcter; 

the associated indicator was locat*cd in the Control Room. 

Globe temperatures7 were rccordod a-t about the: ccntrz of the cabin and 

at chest (seated) lcvcl above one of the eis!~ seats. 

Humidity was measured by wet and dry bulb equipment, cand cabin air 

velocities by means of a iiastings portable air velocity meter. 

7 PROC%lXJRE 

7.1 General 

The test procddurc was broadl-y similar for the ?~!&olc test sorizs. Most 

tests were made outside the altitude chamber u;:der ground level conditions, 

,md in all these tests obsc:rvers were prcscnt in thz Cabin (USUallp tW0 02^ 

three). 

After entry of the observers the required number of dumzzy passengers 

were switched on and the wooden inner door a:16 the spr,cinen outer door were 

. 

* 
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secured. Radiant heat iias a;oplied to the outside skin of the specimen, tfnich 

was heated to the equilibrium tem-pcrature, corresponding to the aircraft 

cruise condition, as quickly as poss1 '312 (5 min) if stable conditions were the 

test requirement. Thereafter this skin temperature was maintained by auto- 

mstic control. From the start of the test the cabin was supplied with the 

desired air mass flow, the inlet temperature being adjusted to a gre-selected 

value, or more usually to maintain a nominated control temperature. 

After a suitable 'Isettling" t&c the observers comeneed recording 

conditions in the specimen, a comprehensive survey of cabin temperatures 

being made every 15 minutes for the remainder of the test run. At the same 

intervals the chart recorders were switched on to print a complete cycle of 

thermocouple readings (insulation and wall duct air temperatures). Simul- 

taneously Control Room readings were recorded, adjustment of air flow and 

temperature being made if -khcxc was any deviation from the required test 

condition. 

Thormal stability, which was a rcqxi.remcnt of the majority of test 

runs, was judged from the recordings, For stable inlet air conditions the 

best criterion of stability was a constant specimen outlet temperature. In 

general it was found that a test run of less than 3 hours duration was unlikely 

to reach stable conditions over a half hour period (i.e. three successive 

recordings). 

7.2 Subjective comment 

Certain test runs, particulsrljl- in the early phases of testing, were 

very largely subjective, i.e. thz main purpose of the test was to d&ermine 

the degree of comfort afforded by a particular air distribution scheme under 

certain nominated conditions. Comfort observations ideally required seated 

non-working passcngcrs and additional observers wcrc usually cnrricd for 

this purpose. 

On a limited numbcr of occasions the opinions of the observers were 

checked against those of a full comJ~iiaent of pcsscngcrs who wcrc tested 

under identical csnditions. 

7.3 Flight plan tests 

The procodurc in thesc tests was virtually the same as that for the 

stable runs except that the skin tcmpcraturc and cooling air ~~up1)li-e~ were 

varied to a preset progrzmmc. Recordings were made from commencement of 

the test. 
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7.4 Altitude tests 

A number of tests were made to dctcrmine whether the heat balance wodld 

be affected by altitude. For this purpose Yne cabin specimen was installed 

in the laboratoqts large altitude chmber. No obszrvcrs took part in these 

tests and operation of the chart recorders was by remote con5rol. A less 

extensive survey of air temperatures than previo-~sly was made by means of 

thermocouples, 

8 RESULTS 

8.1 Presentation 

The tests of the early air distribution schemes (Phases 1 to 3) were 

to a large extent subjective, leading to the development of Scheme D, and 

have been recorded in detail in Test Notes 8,s 10 . However, pertinent derived 

data from these early tests have been summarised in graphical form in 

Appendix B. The remaining phases of testing, which were more extensive, are 

described in Appendices as follows:- 

Appendix C - P'nasc 4 tcs-ts. Scherx D. Baa% transfer d&s ob%incd 

from steady state tests under ground level conditions. Heat lea33ge included. 

Appendix D - Phase 5. Tests of Scheme D under aititude conditiocs. 

Results compared with those of Phase 4. 

Appendix E - Phase 6. Schemes E and F (nozzles) tested. Fli&ht plan-S 

simulated including part system fai!dxre. 

Appendix F - Complete system failure represented. 

8.2 Derivation of heat transfer coefficients 

In the simplest case of a specimen without wall cooling, the he& 

entering the outside skin of the specimen would equal tile heat cntcring the 

cabin interior and, in keeping with common practice, it would be convenient 

to express the heat florr as a hcst flo;J per unit area, per degree of tempera- 

ture difference from the outsidc skin to the cabin interior (i .c. as a heat 

transfer coefficient). 

With a wall cooling arrangement such -es i;:~,c used ir; the t c s t s 3e c imcn i ? 

only a small portion of the total hoat intake into the specimen actually 

penetrates into the cabin, the greater part being removed by the well cooling 

air. However both the total heat entering the specimen and the fraction of 

” 

.# 

t 



the he&+ entering tile cabin are of importance, f,hc former because it con- 

tributes to the total heat load to be deait ~5th by the aircraft cooling 

system, and the latter because it rePlccts Lhe efficiency of the com_nlete 

insulation s&cTlle including tile wsll cooping. Again, it is convenient to 

express these heat quantities in the form of heat transfer ccefficienfs 

(called recp;;ctively the specie-3 cn overall heat transfer coefficient and the 

cabin overall heat transfer coefficient) as defined below. 

Tie heat flow into the specimen is dependent on the effectiveness of 

the primary insulation scheme and 1 't is pertinent to evaluate the primary 

insulation in isolation. This is best done by examining the transmittance 

of the insulation in the usual way, where the heat flow per unit area is 

expressed per degree of temperature difference acxoss the ic:sulation (in 

this case from the outside skin to the wall cooling gs$). Two main values 

are used in the present context, a value corresponding to the installed 

primary insulation transmittance wkLch Lnclddes leakage heat and a basic 

value which does not include leckagc heat. 

8.2.~ &ccimen ovzrsli !wtt transfer coefficient 

The specimen overall hea-t transfer coefficient (Eo) relates the total 

hca'c flow into ths sy)ccimcn from the outside skin to the ter!~eraturc difference 

betlzecn the specimen skin and the cabin as folio-ws:- 

acat taken in through spccimcn walls = 12, 
T 

- Eint, 

the heat &n cf ti), sir in -gassing through the specimen's, 

the total q3ecimcn internal load7 

surface area of specimen excluding the dsmed ends, 

Cabin mean teqerature is t:jlren as the aritILmetic m?an of the cabin inlet and 

outlet temperatur es tl;ith proportionate adjustment if both floor L%ld roof dis- 

charge are used, i.e, if a fr332l;ion of ;: of the total cabin cooling air leaves 

as floor discharge, then the effecti.ve me%.? teqerature was taken as 

* 3ote - the specimen is defined as the cylindrical portion between the end 
(woodenj bulkheads r An allowance has been made fcr heat pick ~$9 in the domed 
end. 
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TCM = (T 
3 

+ (1 -x)Th+xT4AA)/2 (2) 

where T = 
3 

cabin inlet temperature, 

T4 = roof discharge temperature, 

T4A = floor discharge temperature (as shown in Fig.2). 

8.2.2 Cabin overall heat transfer coefficient 

The cabin overall heat transfer coefficient (HC) relates the heat which 

enters the cabin interior to the temperature difference between the specimen 

outer skin and the cabin interior in the following manner, 

*C = QC/As (Ts - TCM) 9 

Qri = heat flow into cabin through walls and floor, b 
= QTc- 

&r 
= 

c total 

Qint(Cj = cabin 

Q int(C> 

cabin heat pick up, 

internal heat load. 

-I [AS and (Ts - TW) are defined above-J 

8.2.3 Installed primary insulation transmittance (i.e. including 
leakage heat) 

The installed primary insulation transmittance (Ui) relates the total 

heat flow into the specimen through the insulation and structure, to the 

temperature difference between the specimen skin and the centre of the wall 

cooling gap., in the following manner, 

U" 
P = Q/As (TS - TCIM 

(3) 

Q and AS are defined above, whiie (Ts - TC)M = the mean temperature difference 

between the specimen skin and the centre of the air gaP over the whole 

specimen. 

More precisely, 

U; = AQ& (Ts - TGjM 

where (Ts - TG)M is the mean temPerature diff'ercnce over the area ClllC. 

(44 

L 
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Strictly, logarithmic mean tcm-ersture differences should be used. 

However, in the detailed anaiysis of Phase 4 results (Appendix C) in which 

the specimen was divided+ into scctiJns in the analysis, arithmetic rather 

than logarithmic mean temperature differences were used in expression (4a). 

%.. The error so intrtoduced was nc@igiblAc (less than 1:~). 

The value of primary insulation transmittance calculated in this way 

does not include the external (aerodynamic) heat transfer coefficient to the 

skin, which was not represented in the tests. Inclusion of this coefficient 

would modify the transmittance value by approximately l$ 0nl.y in the aircraft 

cruise case. 

8.2.4 Primary insulation transmittance (corrected for leakage heat) 

The installed primary insulation transmittance U" as defined above may P 
differ substantially from the ideal value because of "short circuiting" of 

the insulation by structural at-tacbmcnt points wlnich pass through the insula- 

tion, the main source of heat icakagc being the floor beem attachments in 

the cn~e of the specimen tested. 

Part of the floor beam heat Icakage passes into the wali cooling duct 

and appears as an air tempcrcture rise as the air WOESCS the floor bepm 

attachments (see Appendix C). The value of primary insulation transmittance 

corrected for this leakage has been called U$ whore -L 

'LD 
= floor bc,?r h,-at Ioaksge into the coolin air duct, and the 

other quantities are as defined e.30~. 

The value of primary insulation transmittance still differs from that 

obtained from tests of a 3 ft square panel in a guard bar, conductivity 
5 apparatus , reproduced- in Fig.‘l3, This is due to additional heat leakage, 

via the floor benms, directly into the cabin. This heat quantity kJas not 

determined in the 20 ft specimen tests. The vaIue of insulation tiWXXlitt~C~ 

from the panel- tests5 has therefor: been accepted as the basic value (Up). 

Applied to the specimen, 

U 
P = (Q - Q,, - Q,,)/$, (Ts - T& (f ) 

where Q LC 
= floor beaJ,z heat leakaGe directly into the cabin. 

Remaining symbols arc defined above. 
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9 DISCUSSION 

9.1 IXunmy passengers 

The sensible heat output of a seated resting subject* in an effective 

ambient temperature of 24°C is approximately 80 watts. In practice a sub- 

stantial time may be required before the metabolic heat output is reduced to 

this value, the time depending on the degree of activity beforehand. In 

addition the metabolic heat production increases during and after a meal. 

It is therefore likely that the sensible heat output from an average aircraft 
passenger over a flight period will be greater than 80 watts. 

In the very early tests of the series, 100 watt electric light bulbs 

were used at each seat position to represent the passenger sensible heat out- 

put. Due to the high filament temperature, radiation effects on observers 

were pronounced. Another limitation was that the effect of passenger bulk on 

the air distribution was not represented. The bulbs were therefore replaced 

by two dimensional dummies of representative dimensions in side elevation 

(but not volume), each containing an electric element of I IO watts output. 

The surface temperature of the dummies was 45°C. Radiation effects were 

considerably reduced but, as a precaution, observers commenting on cabin 

conditions were careful to avoid sitting adjacent to hot dries. 

From a heat balance aspect it was important to know the total internal 

heat load, and the possible error in estimating its value became greater with 
a greaker number of observers. ibwever in most heat balance tests the number 

of observers was small. 

9.2 Comfort 

The indications were that at the prevailing level of humidity 

(15%25s R-H. > and provided that the air velocity over the passengers was 

moderately low (less than 30 ft/min), the majority of subjects appeared to 
be comfortable at a globe temperature of 24'/25OC. 

A given globe temperature at any point may be achieved in theory by a 

wide range of inlet air mass flow and temperature combinations. In practice 

there are well defined limits. The upper limit is that flow above which 

passengers are made uncomfortable due to the high air velocities (i.e. 

the passengers complain of "draughts"). There are in fact good reasons for 

reducing the air flow as much as possible (e.g. duct pressure losses are 

reduced). However, reduction in air flow, with corresponding reduction in 

P 
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. inlet air temperature, can result in large temperature gradients and 

possibly locally excessive cooling of the passenger, emphasised by the 

tcsnperature gradient, Also there may be a lack of air penetration resulting 

in inadequate ventilation of some parts of the cabin. The tests illustrated 

how the minimum air flow at which such undesirable effects occurred, varied 

with different air distribution schemes. 

Examples of cabin temperature distribution, compatible with overall 

cmfort, are shown in Figs.lO(a) and (b). These particular combinations of 

temperature were recorded during transient tests of Schemes E and F. It is 

not implied that identical cond i-tions are ncces,sn.ry for comfort. 

It is important to note that throughout all the tests the relative 

humidity of the air was low. Should the air be artificially humidified in 

the case of an aircraft then someiqhct .t lower ambient temperatures would be 

re&red to produce the same passenger effective temperature. (Effective 

temperature is a scale of subJective comfort determined experimentally?) 

9.3 Comparison of air distri5uLi.32 sc'hemcs 

In Scheme A (Figs.3 and :1(a)) iAe inlet grilles vere such that at 

moderate air flows, necessarjr for good penetration int G the aisle, passengers 

adjacent to the grilles were made uncomfortable due to the high air velocities. 

R4uction in air flow rcsultcd in lack of vcntiiation at the aisle seats. In 

addition the momentum of the incoming air was so reduced that the cool inlet 

air tended to ?'all" down the cabin wail ,' ~csulting in differcntinl cooling of 

the wail seat lzjasserigers. The schcnc showed little promise and tests were 

therefore limited. 

Scheme B (Fig.i$b)) was designed to provide a more even air distribution 

over the passengers. flor,icver due to the cold air inlet feeds enclosed in the 

wall duct there wcrc local arcas of cool cabin trim which caused discor?rfort 

to adjacent passengers. (At tlic iawcr air ficrrs tbc cabin wail temperatures 

varied by up to IO'C over a fr‘amc pitch.) Partly for this reason it was 

found that the l.olJcr limit of air flow was n:qroximately 55 lb/min. This 

effect was eliminated in Scheme C (Fig.5 (a)) and it was found possible to 

produce comfcrtable coziditions rcn sea-ted passsngcrs at rc-duccd air flows ; 

however conditions in the aisle, cvcn with ventilation from the end of the 

hat racks, were such that the lower limit of air P!.xJ necessary to give 

overall comfort in tbc cabin were litt.Lc better than previousiy. 



Scheme D (Fig.5(b)) was introduced follow5ng the reinsulation of '5he 

specimen (Appendix C) and represented a r&hod of introducing sir into the 

cabfn in the absence of hat KXX~. 'I?,, %. t 2r.i :. _ -71 im, t _ v 'q-i ;f vcntilati:;n hoits 

-&as such that the aisle was be-tter ventilated and, in gea~~.l, the holes 

were more distant from the passengers. Overal!. comfort was achieved with 

flows reduced to 40 Lb/min - again thd Limit was jmposed by conditions in 

the aisle. 

The most effective m&hod of vcl;tj.iation was that used in Schemes E --- 

and F (Figs,'l(a) and (b)) in which the cabin cooling and vcntilnting air 

was introduced through nozzles at 8 rcl.ativeri.y hi& velocity. Jot entrain- 

ment was relied on to 'brc-hw,t" the cok?, incoming air which rapid& achie;rc.! 

a temperature little different from that of cabin a??bien% (see Fig.3, 

Appendix E). Unlike Scheme A, eir cj.rc*~~,?tj.gn near the walie Was UpW~~dG 

due to the entrai;l;nenk action, rather than a cold downwrd dra@ht, fLlS0, 

because of the initjally hi.,,. ah jet, veiocitjr, pen&r~tion i.n?x ?ke a.is3.e wr?S 

improved, and bc tter wcrall condjtioning rcrultcd. For 'c!~L% reasons it 

W&D found possible to main-';oj.n con$crtsbk ovcm,ll conditj.3n:: with ajr PlOWs 

as low RS 25 lb/min. 

Examples of conditions during * r-.,-s trysts of Schcnes :1: x3-l F x-c g1-t IwLI in 

Figs.lO(a) and (b). 

The values of >ycraIl heat ->ransfer coefficient for Phases 2 and 3 

agree faj.r$ closely, bf:th djffering fi?>m the P&se 4 va!ues (Fig.11). Since 

the primary insulation 'r;as cxtcnsivc?.y rcpalired after the Phase 3 tests, 5.t 

seems likc'fl that the diffcrencc is -+~.,--,i -1 -P~-,I-.- due to direct heat leakage which 

occurred due to partial e:kcp,osurc of S&E of $!I!.: ~:!c?in ftTIWS <kK to shrinkage 

of the foamed plastic insulation (SW Appendix C). Also bccausc of the c?.ose 

.qpxment between the Phase 2 and. 3 val?lcs it scans Irikc~~ that this fork Of 

heat leakage occurred early in the test series. 
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9.4.2 Cabin overall heat transfer coefficient 

. 

5%. 

The cabin overall heat transfer coefficient is of interest because 

it indicates the effectiveness sf the complete insulation scheme including 

the wall cooling scl~mc. Duet;0 tile method of calculation (i.e. a small 

heat flow is determined by difference between relatively large heat quantities) 

there is substantial scatter in the results (Fig.<?3 Appendix C). The mean 

value over the range of mass I .~,b.~ nl-,Vc for Phase 4 (Scheme D) was approximately 

0.05 CHU/h 'C per square f\l'ot 10," specimen curved surface area. 

9.4.3 Primsr,~~ insulation tI.YElS~itt~~C~S 

The difference in performance *of the primary insulation bsforc and 

after repair is emphssised by comparing the ins!, "alied primary ins-ulation 

transmittance for Phases 3 and 4 (Fig.12). The partial. repair of the prima-ry 

insulation resul-;;ed in approxima-tely 207; reduction in heat. flow into the 

spc-cimen over the range of r,ass flows tested. 

9.5 Heat lcdmge 

Hcu’c leaka$<e due to \L”b A-Leri.or;Ltj.:~n JL' the i.nsulLtion or i-ts imperfect 

installation rnry be considerably, as discussccl in the previous paragraphs 

and illustrated in Fig-12. Hmever with t?lfs st.~:rce of lcakag;e largely 

eliminated, there still remains a, substantial. difference between the 

practical value of primary insulation tranenitto.nce (U;) and that of the 

bulk primary insulation itself. Some of this differcncc is attributable to 

the fact that the skin sbuctural members (frmes and crack stoppers) partly 

penetrate the insulat.ion, thus reducing its effcctivencss. VahleS Of 

primary insulation transmittance (Up), including the effect of skin structural 

members were obtained from the results of tests on 3 ft square panels made in 

a guard box thermal conductivity apparatus 5 and fr:m electrical analogue 
1 I investigations . 2u.:se results :Iave b?cn extrapoiatcd (Z'iz.15) to cover the 

range of air flows uscrl ifi the 2c: ft sy;~~j.nin teststand thzse cstrqmlatcd 

values are included in Fig.iZ. It can be seen that the frames and crack stoppers 

increase the theoretical bulk primary insulation heat flow by 20 to 30% for 

specimen air flows of TQ to 60 lb/min. 

An assessment of heat leakage through the floor beam attachments into 

the cooling duct is made ir. A-pccndix C. In addition tests on representative 

floor beam attacbznent in the guard box thermal conductivity rig showed that 

there was floor beam heat le&agc directly into the cabin. It has been 
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assumed that this additional leakage accounts for the differcncc bcttrcen UT 
P 

and u 
P' 

the ideal transmittance obtained in the guard box conductivity rig; 

In the foliowing table, infornatian from Fig.12 is eqrcssed in the 

fom of heat leakage factors (F). These relate the actual heat flow C,ilrXlph 2 

the Primary insulation, taking in-t;'> accmnt ?32ct Ieakage", to t&e thccm2zical 

heat Plz3w through thz bulk inxlaticn, at various heat flows. The data is 

expressed in the form of transmit9t3ncc values. 

2 Bulk insulation 0.115 
plus frarmes 
(panei tests*) 

3 As 2 but ail heat/ ti.'177 
leakage (mainly 1 
via four beams) 
iKhXfk3 I 

i 
4 As 3 but includ- 1 c.22 

in& additional i 
heat leakage 
due to insu’,a- 

tion 
deterioration 

I 

U-21 F I 

1.2i 

*c TJ = transmittance in CHU/hr ft‘ 

U : F 

‘C, 

The above heat leakage factors (F) aPpL:' strict& to the specimen tested. The 

ovcrail heat leakage faCtQr in 5~1 z.ircre.ft may b:: substantislly great&r due 

t;> aMitiona1 'neat leakago sources as discussc?. belox. 

9.6 Qther heat leakage so~rcc~s 

9.6.1 Coor frame heat leakage 

Installed in the wall of -i;he specimen in later %eStS W&S a 3 ft length 

or structure, thermally rePresentatits of a cioor surround. J~:G~Jx:s Of the 

test results (Appendix C) shopred that i.eaka@? through this structure sias small 

. 

t 

Y 
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compared with the totnl ~riz~~~-,- innula" i 32 ;le 21; 2' ow i,-LL L (less tinan 2$) and 

thcrcfore it has ndi tec:r: azg) :.I~Y? aa a. correctio:? in Fig;'.'12. I-Toweve r, a 

complete door frame (of -16 ft perimeter) in proporC,Fon, would contribute 

from 10 to 20 C-HU/min ( air fLov per 20 ft from 30 to CO It/min). Due to 

rise in the air duct over t,l;e door it is thought that a the tempcraturc: 

subctantial proportion of this heat wiil enter the cabin itsoW unless the 

secondary insulation is incr?ascd to prevznt it. 

9.6.2 Kindow heat Leaka~;e 

Windows were not included in the test spcc~&n, but any discussion of 

cabin heat loads would be incompl.ete Without an attcrwt at eWiLuatil:g thc5.T ._ 

contribution to the total cabLn I;cst Xocd. 

9.7 The cffcc'; of ~t~,bin a’ctitljdc 

The resnl'is of it Lini~cd zuxbw of tests to 6ctermi:lc ivh.l?ethcr tests 

made under ground Icvc: conditicns arc rcJJr~scntstive of tilt flight case, 

are discussed in A~pzndix 3. 

An incidental but imlportnnt conc!usion was that there is a need for a 

properly designed means of cabin pressure relief.across the primary insul..ation 

to cope with cabin altitude Change. Relisncc on pressure rclicf 1by leakage 

at insulation Joints is inc0r:patibl.c i::i%h good i:isulatlon prx"uicz, particularly 

if the joints are above frames, as PES the cast in the test specimen. 

Because of fnil.ure 3f the primary insulation due to the development of 

pressure differential acrOss the insul,ztio;l wit? change in cabin altitude, 

many of the later test results wcrc invnl.id, the heat pick U;I being con- 

siderably increased. 
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Tfle limited number of valid tests indicated tizat the specimen heat 

balance was not affected by a cabin altitude change: frm ground level to 
14 60.10 ft, a conclusion supported by cvidcnzc from other tests . No evidence 

was available on the effect on comfort, Ho%rever, since cabin, air velccitics 

are deliberately kept low, mm of the heat transfer from the passengers will 

certainly be by a natural ccnvection process, which iJill be effzctcd by altitude 
change. At &OO ft cabin altitude natural c rjE7tv2tiCn coefficiznt3 ?:ilL be less 
than those at sea level, which may have a minor effect on passeriser co:Xort 
(possibly eqilivalent to a I" to 2°C rise in cabin ambient temperature>. 

9.8 Transient tests 

9.3.1 Flight plans 

Tests were made in which flight plans were represented from take-off 

to the start of descent (Appendix E). Equivalent sj-oc:;?en air f'lows considered 

appropriate to the Concord (20 to 3 lb/min) were used and it was assumed 

that the aircraft wouid be conditi,>ned pre-flight to the desired control 

temperature (24Oc) before entry of the passengers. Under these conditions 

it was found possible to progrzT%e the c&in air inlet temperature to maintain 

a constant globe temperature until the end of cruise, Longitudinal tcmpera- 

ture scatter was less than approximately l.S"C over the To ft length for most 

of the "flight", and vertical scatter considerably less. Apart from the 

greater range of inlet temperature re<uircd it is considered that cabin 

temperature control (to allow for variations in passenger metabolic heat 

output and variations in solar radiaticn intensity during flight) would be 

no more difficult than that of subsonic aircraft. 

It was found that at the criti cal end of cruise/beginning of descent period 

when the inlet air tcmprature moncntarily increases due to the tirott!,ing back 

of the engines (lO°C temperature rise assumed), ambient temperalures rose 

momentarily, but due to the thermal inertia of the cabin furnishings, passenger 

clothing, etc, little passenger discomfort was evident. 

9.8.2 Part system failure 

At the time of testing the cooling air refrigeration system of the Concord 

was to be a quadrupled system, Tests representing failure af one of the four 

systems showed that under these circumstances cabin ambient temperature will 

stabilise at about 5°C higher than its va1.u::: before failur? after about one 

hour. The temperature level. of 29°C to 30°C does not appear t? be e-:ccssivSz 

for an emergency case. 
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9.8.3 Complete system fai?.ure 

A test representf2g complete system failure had been conducted earlier 

(Appendix F) and further evidence was available from an inadvertent failure 

of air supplies daring a later test (&peridix Z). In both ca 213s full passenger 

load was represented and the specimen skin temperature was maintained at 

cruise value after failure. The tests showed that complete system feilurc 

would not be catastrophic from a thermal aspect, and indicated that adeqlatc 

time would be svailablc for zxmxtive action (after 16 ~simtcs the air 

temperature at a seat position had risen to 35°C Prom an initial value of 

23Y). If foamed plastir material similar to that of the specimen was used 

in the aircraft primary insulation such a failure of air supplies might 

result in permanent deterior *a-Son of the insulation. 

9.8.4 Effective cabin tiErma cqec?'.t 

In the tests, cabin temperature control was exercised manually, whereas 

in an aircrafti the control would bc rziltoina'tic. in order to be able to design 

an cffectiv2 cabin te2qcraturc ~xftx31 system, and to rjredkt cabin tempera- 

tures under transimt cxxX-Lims, 1.“; i:; essential to know 5~ effective kermal 

capacity of th: cobiil. 

A specie,1 test wa,:: crren@i in which ttic teqcrature history of the 

cabin air was determined aPt:-r siraulated fcikiire of the air supplies during 

cruise, The tcmperatL32 h:~stwy T~J~,S then simulated with an electrical 

9.9.1 General 

The bulk insulation of the Concord is c.xpectcA to be basically similar 

to that used in t.kc- 2G r't tcs-k specimen cxce,nt, that instead oP g!.ass fibre 
I . b1anlic-b and foamed plast~, ,?kss fibre blanlr2t ~131~2 is used in -I212 primary 

insulation sc!-iec;c. p-q& s2'op.~?ers, in the fcrm of sub frazr;les, are dispensed 

With. 

Primary insulation transmittance values applicable to the Concord are 

estimated belon for a wall duct Gir flow of 25 ib/min for a 20 ft Length of 

cabin. 
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9.9.2 Bulk primary insulation transmittance 

Assumed equal for the 20 ft specimen and the Concord = 0.095 CHU/hr f?? 'C. 

9.9.3 Transmittance including frames 
15 

Reference to Fig.?2 shows that at 25 lb/ min air flow the transmittance of 
_- 

the primary insulation, including frames and crack stoppers was C.112 CHli/hr 

ft20C composed of 9.995 bulk insulation contribution plus O.Gi7 due to structure. 

Electrical analogue tests I' show that the crack stoppers contribute 357: 

of the combined structural heat flow. If the crack stoppers are dispensed 

with the structural heat flow is reduced from 0.017 CHU/hr ft2'C to 0.911 Cm/ 

hr ft?'C. 

Expected primary insulation transmittance (including fr‘ames) 

= 0.095 + 0.011 

:z 0.106 CHU/hr ft2 "C. 

9.9.4 Overall primary insulation transmittance (including floor beam) 
. 

An overall value of primary insulation transmittance including floor beam 

heat leakage may be estimated if the aircraft floor beam attachments are z 
assumed similar to those of the specimen used in the tests. 

The Concord cabin diameter is approximately IO f-L, compared -faith 12 ft 

for the 20 ft specimen, the curved surface area s therefore being in the ratio 

of 1 : 1.2. The contribution of floor beam heat leakage per square ft of 

surface is therefore greater in the Concord. 

Total contribution of floor beam heat lca&gc to the apparent primary 

insulation transmittance in the 2C ft specimen te sts was 0.055 CHU/hr f$ 'C! 

(Fig.'l2). The contribution is likely to bz proportionately grcatcr (1.2 : 1) 

in the Concord being 0.2366 CHIT,lhr f?"C. The total transmittance will therc- 

fore be G.172 CHU/hr ft "C for a wall duct air flow of 25 lb/min per 20 ft 

length of cabin. This value does not allow fJr door frzmc and window heat 

flows (Para.9.6 refers). 

y.'lO Conditions within the Concord cabin 

It is considered that the reduction in area of cross section of the 

Concord will result in a marginal increase in the general level of air velocity. 

* 
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However the velocity in the later tests was very low and it is thought 

that this slight change would have a negligible effect on cabin conditions 

when the test results arc related to the Concord cabin. 

IO CCNCLUSIONS 

The tests showed that with cabin ITall temperatures maintained only 

a little (5 to 6 "C) above cabin air temperatures (by means of wall cooling), 

and with relative humidity between 15% and 255, a g?,obe temperature of 

24"/2$"C! in the vicinity of thcl p assenger appeared comfortable to t'he majority 

of observers provided that the air velocity over tile passengers was low 

( i.e. less than ~C'J ft/min was echievcd in the majority of tests), Pzssengcrs 

were quite sensitive to differential radiation -from %ot spots" on the cabin 

wall, a window inner surface tcmpcraturc of 8°C above the general love1 of 

cabin wall temperature being uncomfortable to adjacent passengers. 

The effccC " of cabin altitude (GC00 ft) may be to reduce the coefficient 

of heat transfer from the passenger; in addition, ambient ktG.6ity may be 

artificially increased in the case of an aircraft cabin. It may therefore 

be appropriate to aim for a slightly lower globe tcmperzturc (say 22"/23"C). 

Cf the cabin air distribution schemes tested, -iAct in Whi.Cil air was 

injrcted into the cabin through nozzles just below the hat rack (Fig.'7(b)) 

was found to be the most cccnomical in air su~p1ics, good overall condition- 

ing being achieved with an air flow of 1.25 lb/min per foot run of cabin. 

Typical cabin temperG, Qfures achieved with this ventilation scheme are shown 

in Fig.10. (The case shown is for1.5 lb/:r,in per foot of cabid Provided 

the proportion of wall duct coolin,; F air is not allowed to become tco small, 

discharging some of the air through grilles at the foo-t of the cabin walls 

does not appear to greatly affect cabin conditions, 

With the final ventilation system (nozzles) and an initial total air 

flow of '1.25 lb/min per foot run of cabin, failure of one out of a possible 

4 systems delivering the air would ca&sc no great discomfort and the flight 

plan could be maintained, the globe tcmpcrature stabilising at 29°C (from an 

initial 23.5"C) after 1 hour. In the event of complete failure of air supply 

to the cabin the rate of txlpcrsture rise is such t'hat 15 minutes may be 

considered a reasonable time to complete eorrcctivc action such as modifica- 

tion of the flight plan to reduce the aircrsft skin temperature. 
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Tests showed that little or no passenger discomfort will result from 

the momentary cabin air temperature rise aA the end of cruise. 

Heat flow analysis showed that the overall heat transfer coefficient of 0 

the specimen (including all heat Leakage) was 0.15 CHU/hr ft2'C at an air 

flow of 30 lb/min (i.e. I.5 lb/xin per f,Jot length). The corresponding overall ~ 

primaq insulation transmittance (from skin to the centre of t'nc air gap) was 

0.177 cH?J/hr ft+C. The cabin overall heat transfer coefficient was of the 

order of 0.05 CHU/hr "C per square foot of specimen surface area. 

The importance of heat leakage and its dependence on air flow was 

illustrated (Fig.12). After rcinsulstion of the specimen, with an air flow 

of 30 lb/min, the heat entering the specimen from t?x skin V&S approximately 

twice that which would be eqected from theoretical considerations of the 

bulk primary insulation (i.e. a heat leakage factor of 2) 255 of the additional 

heat flow was due to partial penetration of' the insulation by the frames and 

sub frames, the remainder being attributable mainly to hcet leaka&;\, at the 

floor beam, some of which enters the wzi?~l- duct, the remainder passing directPJ 

into the cabin via the floor beams. 
I 

A further source of h eat leakage was expcri~nc~xl in the early tests, 

causing the overall heat ieakagc Eactor (based on the theoretical value of 

bulk insulation transmittance) to increase from I,$ -ix 2.3 at $0 lb/min cabin c 

air flow. This increased hc-", Ic~ake:c s-tcn~~.?. dircctl-y from the inadcqzacy 

of the foamed plastic material used fz the inner layers of the primary 

insulation. High tempxaturcs ~7:t t'ne ,joinss in the material (at the frLamcs) 

is believed to have caused initial local silrinkage wit5 rapid accumulative 

dmngc . 1% iS hpOh.Lnt that any il?,s$-ating ?~ateri.s~.s be thoroughly checked to 

avoid this type of damage which can give rise to extensive and unpredictable 

heat leakage. 

Limited tests made in all altitude chmber (A?pcndix 0) showed that, from 

a heat balance aspect, the ground level tests TRT'C represcntativc of conditions 

in a cabin maintained at 6000 ft alt-itudo. AE incPdenta1 but important conclu- 

sion from the tests K;LLS that m9cns of -pressure relief between the static air 

gap (between the aircraft skin and the primary inslllation) and the wall cooling 

air gap should be provided to prevent damage to the insulation from (inadvertent) 

rapid cabin altitude change. 'r 

. 
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If the specimen results are related to the Concord, it is estimated 

that for a wall air flow of ‘1.25 Xb/min ?er foot run of cabin, a total 

primary insulation transmittance (from aircraft skin to the centre of the wall 

duct) of 0.172 CHU/hr ft2 "C might be exq)ected. Additional heat leakage through 

door frames (Appendix C,Fig.Clq) and windows (Fig.14) are estimated to be 

respectively, 9 CHV/min for a door of 16 ft perimeter, and approximately 

1.8 CH[J/r,lin for a window. 
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lipp eei. :: A 

CESCRIRTION Or" SBECIIMEB PrJD TEST RIG 

A.1 Specimen 

The specimen prhich was designed and built by B.A.C, Ltd consisted of a 

20 f-t; length of Britannia fuselage. This was 12 ft in di3sneter with a 16 swg 

light alloy skin wit?? frsznes 3.0 inches deep at 2c1.5 inches pitch and stringers 

I.0 i.nch deep at 4.0 to 7.0 pitch. To rxake construction siklar to that for 

the then proposed supersonic transporlL aircraft, crack stqqers of '2 inch 

depth were fitted midway between frames. fto windows were fitted and no door 

structure was incorporated. 

At each end of the s_aecimcn insulated domed ends ware fitted, one 

incorporating an access door and the other an encrgcncy escape hatch. The 

domed ends were separated frcm the 20 ft parallel test section '0:; mans of 

wooden bulkheads containing access fioors. The flcor of %kie specime;l wac of 

$ inch pLywood except for approxtila-tcQ 3 Inclicr &,';tccnt -Lo the wsl!. and out- , 

board of the seat rails vrhich was of 2 inch dnrcstos. The floor was covered 

with representative aircraft carpeting. Access was provided to the cabin under- ' 

floor area by means of an '18 inch trapdoor i,r the cabin floor . The cabin 

underfloor ar;3a xas itself fioored with 3 inch pZywo,~d to rcgrXc;lt a baggage * 

compartment. 

The interior of the cabin was finished with trix ciotb A diegr,aPXX%tiC 

ilJ.,ustration of the insulation sche~;i.c is chsown in Fig.8 of the main report. 

The spccinen as delivered VU fitted with a representative Luggage 

rack to which were attached I2 X 1s tr,ztt laq~c to simulate reaching lights. 

Six striplights of 80 watt p%zwer each were mounted centrally in the cabin 

roof. Ex B.O.A.C. passenger seats were fitted by the R.,'I.E., these wcrt' 

U.C.7 aircraft seats and were not fixed to -h2 s2nt rails but b;itcd to 

metal. strip to enable easier msvc~~r?";. The fincl. cabin layout ~2s as 

shownin Figs.Al and A2. OrigfnzUy it had been intended to test a 

nwnber of air distribut-ion schemes and for thir; reason alternative s’-lp$!,y 

ducts were incorporated within the ZpCCiTilCIl iKLl.lS during manufacture. The 

scheme in the specimen as sup@ied was to sqq?q the ventilating air to the 

cabin through grilles at h&t rack l-ev?1. by means of risers incorporated i:l 

the 1 .o in& gap in the: insulation. These risers %c~F. si@pliC? ~%XI'! CO~lX3~1 

5 
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mains on either side of the luggage bay. The two main supply ducts joined 

in one domed end and entered the specimen at a common connection. Each 

supply duct incor;porsted a 5 point thermocouple grid just downstream of the 

junction, each duct was insulated ~11th a nominal $- inch thickness of glass 

fibre. 

The majority of the cabin ventilating air was collected in a central 

roof duct, passed round the cabin wall through the air gap in the insulation 

and collected in a manifold in the luggage bay. A ccmmon line discharged 

all the air from the collector box through the specimen domed end and it 

incorporated a 7 point thermocouple grid. The remainder of the cabin ventilat- 

ing air was discharged from the cabin at faa-t level being collected in ducts 

in the luggage bay which csnnccted to the wall cooling air manifo',d. The foot 

discharge air ducts were arranged to give sufficient straight length to incor- 

porate orifice plates to B.S,S.l042 and 5 point thermocoupie grids on each 

side. During the initial tests difficulty was experienced in getting the 

required flow through these foot discharge ducts under ground lc-~1 conditions 

so 24 volt aircraft fans wire fitted to the ducts before they entered the 

collector box, To reduce the restriction the orifice plates were replaced by 

pitot static heads for flow measurement. The electric fans were later 

removed as they w3re noisy rind inefficient, and the ducking modified to dis- 

charge the foot aLirfL>w directly ;jverboard, 

An industrial TV ca;??.erc was fitted to the interior of thz specimen to 

enable control room staff to ~b~~rva thz ;~e~:TJ~:?n%s of the _ snccixtn D A 

duplicated three way communication system between the specimen, test rig area 

and control r3om was also fi-ttod, 

A.2 ?Iescription of test r-fg 

The specimen was mounted within an oven Jf radiant heaters on its own 

bogies. The radiant heater frszxwxk was 13 ft in diameter and 20 ft long. 

It consisted of 16 inch pitch stainless steel frames 4 inches deep with 2 inch 

wide stringers also at 18 inch p,itch. The reflector plates wMhich were of 

18 swg commcrcia.l. light alioy were ba>lted to the stringers from the outside. 

The radiant heaters were mouni;ed in 1s inch porcelain insul,ators bolted 

through the r&'lector plates at 43 inch pitch. Each reflector plate therc- 

fore carried 4 radiant heat ers which were at right angles to the longitudinal 

axis of the specimen. The exception to this srrangemcnc WL the position 

of the reflector where the specimen sup,nc:rt rails were fitted, At this point 
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the plates were 18 inches by apy?rcximately 13 inches to allcw for the rail 

and because of the interference from the specimen wheels only 2 radiant heaters 

were fitted per plate, mounted parallel to the longitudinal axis. The heater 

structure was constructed in this manner in order to be able to remove 

reflector plates relatively easily, from the exterior ,Jf the rig to repiacc 

any radiant heaters that failed. In practice during the whole series of tests 

there were only 3 failures in the assembl;; cf 14N! heaters. There wcrc a 

total, of 27 rows of reflectors, 24 of which were connected to the %Y kilowatt 

infra-red regulator, while the 2 rows of reflectors opposite the specimen 

wheels and the bottom central row of heaters were connected to the 4Pfl kilowatt 

regulator. The inclusion of t!le bottom central row in the 400 kilowatt sup!p>~ 

was in order to obtain bslsnccd loads on t'ne regulators without too much 

wiring complication, The heaters connected to the 8~0 kilowatt- supply were 

wired with 2 heaters per piatc in series, these were connected to the miniature 

circuit breakers in the contrD1 room 00 that there were four circuit breakers 

per reflector row. The heaters could thcrcfore be selected in the front or 

rear half of the row, or every other heater could be selected which in effect 

doubled the pitch. The wiring arrangement was intsnd.ed to give as much 

flexibility as possible within the limitations of tsro sources of variable 

voltage supply. The maximum amount of power required by the rig was of the 

order of 450 kilowatts. EarPJ in the tests it was found that with uniform 

heating and opcrating the rig outside the altitude chamber, the temperature 

scatter as measured 3y the thermocouples attached to the inside of the skin 

in the instrumented centre section was of the order of 30°C. w halving the 

intensity of the heaters by means of the circuit breakers over the top part 

of the specimen the scatter over the mcasurilng section was reduced to about- 

10°C in steady conditions. The temperatl~res as recorded on the 108 even& 

distributed external skinthe-rmocouples were 3.owe.r at the ends 2resumabl.y due to 

the fin effect of the domed end sup--ort fiangcs, this led to E scat&r along 

the length of the specimen of about -1-10°C with the lower values towcrds the 

ends and underneath the specimen. There were larger variations around arcas 

such as support wheels. Witll the revised selection of heaters t‘nis maximum 

power demand was reduced to 320 kilowatts - a mean intensity of just under 

0.5 kilowatts/ft2. This power supply enabled the specimen skin to be heated 

to approximately 123OC from ambient in about 4 minutes. To maintain the skin 

temperatie constant the ?ower supplied then had to bc: reduced to about 

120 kilowatts, or an intensity of l/6 kil.owatts/ft2. 
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A.3 Air supply 

Cold air was supplied to th e specimen from the high altitude test 

plant by means of an 8 inch duct connected to the supply line connection in 

the large altitude chamber bulkhead. The duct incoqorated trimmer heaters which 

consisted of radiant heaters mounted inside the duct. There were 2 heaters of 

total power 1Q kilowatts, and one of 3 kilowatts. The 1,) kilowatt heater was 

arranged so that 6 kilowatts was controlled by means of off/on switches and 

the remaining 4 kilowatts by means of a Varisc. TIE 9 kilowatt heater was 

purely switched on/off. The main air discharge ducts passed immediately 

underneath the reflector assembly to give sufficient straight length to incor- 

porate orifice plates to B.S.S.iv42 md to bring the discharge ojr clear of 

the specimen skin. 
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PHASE 1 TOPHASE 3 - SUXMARISE2 RESULTS OF TESTS 

OF SCHEbGS A TO C 

Relevant results of early tests 8, 99 10 arc given. 

Specimen overall heat trclz,, c?cr coefficients for cooling air distribution 

Scheme B and Scheme C are given in Figs,Bl and 32 respectively,, while the primary 

insulation transmittance for Schznc C is shown in FigJ33(a). These heat transfer 

quantities have been rccrlculated cn the sc~c basis as later results. A corn- 

parison of Figs.Bg(a) and (k) shows, as can e.x&Tple, the difference in values of 
primary insulation transmittance when calculated on the new 2nd nld bases, 

A common inlet air tem;pr;rature/msss flow characteristic for Schemes B and 

C to give a constant control temperature of 25°C is sho‘rsr? in Fig.Bli. 
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PHASE 4 - HFM! TIQQK3FER ABC !EH.E!RivIAL CCXFORT TESTS 

ilF SCXFNE D 

c .I Preliminary inspection of specimen 

Following Phase 3 tests the cabin secondary insulation was removed 

to permit inspection of the primary insulation. The condition of the primary 

insulation w,as such that any further testing without first undertaking 

extensive repairs would be of doubtful value for heat balance purposes. The 

damage to the insulation was due to shrinkage and general distortion of the 

foemed PVC insulation layer (see Fig.CI). 

The seconi?ary effects were as follows:- 

(4 Possibly direct air leakage from the first (static) air gap to the wall 

cooling gap, 

04 variation in the width of the wall cooling air gap making the air flo?J 

non uniform within inter-frcl;lr: Caps and between different gaps, 

(c) distortion of the insulation caused leakage between the inlet air duct 

(5. . c ~ fllie fC?< t0 the h?;i; rsck) 3ilc2 tl-ii? W?,ll gap in the measuring sections, 

where tllermocounlc leads 2. were broug!lt through into the cabin from the 

specimen structure. 

It was evident that extensive rqairs to the insulation were ncccssnry. 

C.2 Repair of specimen 

The method of repair of the specimen was largely governed by the need to 

continue testing at th:, earliest date, and the non- avnilability of improved 

materials. 

Tine Scheme D air distribution system required that the luggage racks be 

removed, thus Icaving the cabin sccondaq insulation exposed and readily 

removable. In the baggage com.partmcnt the rer~oval of the secondary insula- 

tion was not possible withcut first stripping out the flooring and the exten- 

sive inlet and outlet air ducting with their associated feeder ducts and 

instrumentation. Repairs were thcrcforc confined to the cabin area. 

&sic&,ly tile n&hod of rq,air wns to 2111 t%c g.?;s, which had opcfi~d 

over the: frames, with a mastic scaling compound and, then, to positively 
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joint the Iap joints and cover strips tith a cold setting epoxy resin adhesive. 

(This was not intended to be a prncticai solution for the aircraft since 

inspection of the skin was not thereafter possible.) 

A small area of insulation in the roof (directly above the roof discharge 

grille) was replaced, using a varian t of the foamed PVC and a somewhat different 

Imethod of attachment. 

The original secondary insulation was reused. 

c-3 Specimen mdificakions 

C.3.I Scheme D air distribution system 

At this time, the abolition of 1uggagc ra&s ;ELS being serio-zsl.y considered 

as a means of saving both space and weight. Scheme D therefore dispensed with 

the racks and thus required a substantial change in the method of intro?W!ing 

air into the cabin. 

The Scheme D air distribution system is shown in Fig.C2. Air was intro- 

duced into the cabin t'nrough perforated Lulges in the c&in wall just above 

head (seated) level. The air was fed in&J $he r&on f?.%~ two perforated 

oval sectioned ducts, encloscLI by t'ne perforated trim. The relative total 

area of the perforations in the inncr duct and those in the “*trim” were such 

that the main pressure lass occured ever the former. 

Also enclosed in the '*bnl.ge~"~ which were of thin trnnsILucent material., 

were the strip lights which had been located previously near the roof discharge 

grille. 

Air was supplied to the oval feed ducts from the main i;9.c-L air ducts 

in the baggage compartment by two '"riserI' ducts in one of the domed ends of 

the specimen. 

C.3.2Additional modification 

Since the primary insulation was eqosed for repair the opportunity 

was taken to incorporate, in one jn-ter-frame section, structu:~ I,-.he,-3laL& 

representing a 36 inch length of door frame Lo investigate heat leakage 

through this type of structure (Pi.g.C3). 

c.4 Object 

The object of the test series here described was:- 
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(1) To investigate the cabin air distribution following the removal of the 

luggage racks which had been used previously to dLJ s-tribute the conditioning 
* air, 
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. 
(2) to investigate, in greater detail, the heat transfer into the specimen, 

(3) to assess heat leakage yenerally, 

('1) to assess heat leakage through typical door frame section. 

c.5 Instrumentation 

Initially instrumentation was similar to that for previous phases of 

testing except that the cabin inlet air temperature was measured at the surface 

of the perforated trim cloth, first by mercur/ in glass thermometers wired 

to the surface, and later by thermocouples which could he b&ker located in 

the actual plane of the inlet perforation. 

Control temperature (TC) was mew0 awrecl near the rtiof outlet. This and 

other temperature measuring goints are indicated in Fig.@. 

Later in the series ei,ip;lasis zz.; ;7laccd "n inore general. measurement of 

wall cooling air tcm;7eratures. In order to make as detailed a survey as 

possible the wall duct ]Lnstrumcntat,Fsn was concentrated in th1: port side on 

the assuqkion that the measurements would be equally representative of the 

starboard side (i.e. that fim would be equally divided bctwecn the ;sort and 

starboard wall gaps), 

Due to the frame "cover strips' tk wall gal? was divided into discrete 

ducts on each side. However, because of distortion of the primary insulation 

no single duct could be considered ty@cal, and therefore wall gap instrllmenta- 

tion, which might well have becn concentrated in a limited number of ducts, 

was necessarily dis-;lcrscd to make as wide a tcmyerature survey as possible. 

Apart from a few locations where more detailed surveys were made, single 

thermocouples were located at the centre of the ducts, being distributed as 

shotm in Pig.C:2. 

C.6 Results 

Except for a few exploratory tests early in the sorics, the emphasis 

was on stable conditions for heat balance purposes. 

Summarised data, recorded during the stabla period of heat balance 

runs are recorded in Tables 1 to 5. The tab-Les include some dcrivcd 
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data, e.g. primary insulation transmittance. Further experimental data is 

presented graphically in Fige.C5 to C9, 

Phases &A and LIB refer respectiv& 0 7' to tests made before and after 

instrumentation of t'ne wall gap. 

C.7 Discussion of results 

C.7.1 Comfort 

Initially some time was devoted to modifying the arrangement of ventilat- 

ing holes in the perforated trim cloth to minimise the skight sensation of 

draught which occurred under certain conditions, i .c, at the low and high 

limits of air flow. The initial aad final arrangement of the perforations 

are shown in Fig,Cb. 

With the final arrangement of inlet perforations it was found that the 

minimum air supply to maintain comfortable conditions could be reduced to less 

than 40 lb/kin. As with the ,orcvi.ous arrangement (Thase 3 tests 
ID ) the 

onset of discomfort at low air flows was first felt in the alslc. A cabin 

control temperature of 24OC was considered tti be comfortable. Temperature 

distribution within the cabin is surrmarisod in Tables 3 and 4. . 

C.7.2 Graphical presentation 

Due to the thermal iner"uia of the cabin an,d associated equipment the exact 

setting up of specified conditions could be very protracted, and in practice, 

if conditions appeared to be approaching stability near those nominatcd,no 

further adjustment of air flow or tcm~ersture was attempted. Tnis gives 

rise to some scatter in control ter!qerature, and hence in tha dependent 

q$lantities. For this reason temperatures have been plot-ted in some cases as 

temperature differences or even percentage temperature riso (e.g. Fig.C7). 

The idealised wall air temperatures given in Fig.C8 are derived from the 

information of Fig.C7> assuming a %-sol'* temperature of 27'C which inspectio:. 

showed corresponded to a roof exit temperature of 25.5"C. The derivation of 

the overall heat transfer coefficients ?nd primary insulation transmittance 

is indicated in the main text. 

(2.7.3 Assessment of heat leakage and primary insulation transnittiixlce values 

Wall air temperature measurements (Figs. C7 and C8) indicated that between 

levels 4 and 6 (i.e. above and below the fioor be<azx attachzments) there was a 
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sudden discontinuity in temperature rise, indicating that in this locality 

there was a substantial increase in heat flow into the air gap, Since the 

primary insulated structure was uniform except at the floor beams it was 

assumed that elsewhere the rate of increase in wall duct air temperature 

wouid be influenced mainly by the particular arrangement of secondary 

insulation, and except where a change in the latter occurred,the wall duct 

temperature rise has been assumed to be approximately linear for the purpose 

of heat flow analysis. The unbroken lines of Fig.& were therefore drawn 

using the idealised data of Fig.C7. 

Due to part obstruction of alternate ducts by the floor discharge 

pipes, and due to "heat leakage" at the floor beam (also indicated by tests 

of j ft square panels in a guard box conductivity rig 5 ), flow and tempera- 

ture measurements at level 5 were not considered usable in the heat flow 

analysis. 

However, the effective temperature of the wall cooling air just below 

the floor beam could be determined by again assuming a linear wall cooling 

air temperature rise from the underside of the floor beam to the bottom of 

the wall duct (i.e. in effect, to specimen discharge). 

The temperature rise over the floor beam attachment area was substan- 

tially greater than one would expect from the primary insulation in this 

area. The excess temperature rise (9TFB) was due to heat leakage through 

the floor beam attachments into the air duct (QLD), 

i.e. Q LD = MCpAsB 

The method in which this heat leakage quantity 

a partly corrected value of insulation transmittance 

text in Para.3.2.4. 

was used in calculating 

Ui is shown in the main 

C.7.4 Further discussion of heat leakage 

In the foregoing paragraph it has been assumed that all heat leakage 

occurred at the floor beam attachments, (i.e. other than the homogenous 

"leakage" due to frame and crack stoppers). In earlier tests there had been 

some heat leakage near the (roof) entry to the wall duct but this had been 

eliminated to a large extent by a minor modification. 
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There still existed a substantial discrepancy between the values of 

primary insulation transmissivity, corrected for floor beam heat leakage 

into the wall cooling duct (Ut)and the values obtained from panel tests in 
P5 a thermal conductivity test rig , This appears to be due to floor beam heat 

leakage directly through into the cabin (Q,,). This conclusion is borne out 

by tests on a 3 f-t square panel which included a floor beam> wnich showed that 

at an equivalent specimen flow of 50 lb/min there was an additional flow into 

the cabin equal to about half the leakage into the air duct, 

C.7.5 Door frame heat leakage 

The "door frame" section is shown in Fig,C3. Pairs of thermocouplee 

were welded onto the structure, but in general heat leakage estimates were 

based on wall duct air temperature measurements. 

Air velocity measurements made in the wall duct containing the'door 

frame" showed that the air velocity down the gap was somewhat rcduccd (to 

approximately 85% of that for the remaining part of the cabin). Due to 

possible distortion of the air gap cross section the mass flow reduction was 

estimated in the following manner, 

Assuming that the mass flow alteration is not great enough to affect 

heat transfer through the primary and secondary insulations above the repre- 

sentative door frame, then the temperature rise between levels 2 and 3 (Fig.C2) 

in the door frame section relative to that for the remainder of the specimen 

indicates the change in mass flow (i.e. M Cp AT2 3 should be the sazile in the 

door frame section as for the remainder of the cabin), Door Pr31m duct 

temperatures were recorded and using a similar technique to that used pre- 

viously,(to produce Figs,C7 and ~8) idealised duct air temperatures were 

derived. 

In Figs.C13(a) and (b) the temperature rises down the wall gap in the 

door frame section are compared with those for the remainder of tile specimen. 

The increased temperature rise between levels 2 and 3 in the former case 

confirms that the air flow is reduced to 859 of that for other inter-fr,amc 

sections. 

In Fig.Clg(b) the wall duct air temperature rise over the "door frame*' 

itself is compared with the rise over the same distance for t'ne remainder of 

the specimen, the former points being adjusted to correct for the reduction in 

air flow. The additional temperature rise due to the Vdoor frame" is readily 
w:l;~w:I.u~l RIM ~RPCI im caIo~Iat,e tfu? net, heat g:ain of tile duct air ewressed 
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per foot of door frame in Fig.Cj4. Also shown is a heat flow va!.ue calculated 

for the metal structure of the doer frame 2nd bnp= uotd on measured temperature 

differentials. 

Below the door frame the air duct temperature is high, which must 

result in a slight reduction in th e heat intake througn the priznary insuls- 

tion but a substantial increase in heat flow through the secondary insulation. 

The result is a decrease in the net heat gain between levels 4 and 6, i.e. 

a smaller temperature change between these levels, particularly at low 

flows (see Fig.ClT(a)). 

Cabin trim temperatures in the region of the representative door 

frames indicated that over most of the region heat flow into the cabin through 

the secondary insulation was small, thcugh, near the hottom of the frame, trim 

tempersturcs were locally 10°C higher, indicating that over a greater depth of 

door frame, secondary insulation heat flow might become important, and that to 

overcome this it may be necessary to increase the secondary insulation thick- 

ness locally. 

. C .7.6 Duct pressure losses 

. 
During one test the opportunity was taken to record pressure losses 

through the system. The results are recorded in Fig.215. 

C.7.7 Cabin air velocities 

Cabin air velocities during a number of runs are recorded in Table 5. 

The velocities were recorded at the top of the seat backs in a downward 

direction (this corresponded apprcximat/~~ --y to the maximum velocity at this 

position). It was considerctd thcu air movement in -t&is location (i.e. in 

the region of the head) would have a masimum effect on subject comfort. 

The variation in mean cabin velocity measured in the above locations is 

shown in Fig.C16. 

C.7.% Cabin overrll neat transfer coefficient -. 

The cabin overall. hcat transfer coefficient (dcfincd in Pars. 8.2.2 of 

main text) is of interest beczdse i,t is a measure of effectiveness of the 

complete insulation scheme . Vziucs for individual toscs are shown in Fig ~ Cl7. 

There is substantial scatter because of the method of obtaining the secondary 

insulation h!?nt flow required in the calculation of the cocfficicnt (i.e. by 

subtraction of two relatively large hca?t quaniit~cs). 

The mean value over the range of mzss flow is approximately 

0.05 CHU/hr ft2 "C. 
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Tabie 5 

Cabin air velocities - Phase 4B 

Vertical (downward) vel‘ocities measured at top of seat backs - ft/min 

Test No. 

Air flow lb/min 

Seat No, P2A 

P2W 

P3A 

P3W 
P4A 

P4W 

P5A 
PSW 
S'IA 

S'IW 

S2A 

S2W 

S3A 

s3w 
S4A 

s4w 

S5A 

SW 

‘1 

52.8 

15 
25.0 

15-20 

25-30 

50 
40 

40 

2c, 

25 
20 

20 

25 

33 
20 

25 

‘15 

2! 3 i 5 
I 
I 

35.6 ' 112.0 5'1 .9 
'15 i 120-25 22 

\1.5 i 5 

i 

I 15 

I 5-'15 

5 

/ '1 0 

I '- 
50 1 50 
5 1 '1" 

5-10 10 

5-‘13 5-13 

15 ] 5 
20 29 

50 5 
5-'IO 1 50 
25 1 25 

5 

10 

)I@ 

! 10 

3r, 

33 

90 
40 

35 

35 

30 

25 
4r, 

3fi 

35 

25 

2c 

5 i5 / 1 15 

5-10 ; 5 i 15 
I 

NR i 10 1 to ; 35 

i 
62.5 i3O.r 

25 i 18 

17 
3Q 

35 

95 

15 

50 
23 

38 

35 

3fi 

30 

35 
22 

15 

2,3 

23 

25 

48.6 

20 
8 

15 

1c 

65 
10 

22 

23 

3', 
22 

25-60 

40 

50 

25 

25 
18 

20 

40 

L 
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Append?x D 

PHASE 5 - ALTITUDE TESTS Or SCHEME D 

D.1 Introduction 

The previously reported tests (Appendices B and C) were made under 

ground level conditions, whereas in the cruise condition the supersonic air- 

craft cabin would be maintained at a pressure corresponding to an altitude of 

6~00 ft. Tests were arranged to determine whether internal heat transfer would 

be affected by the change in altitude. No subjective tests were possible under 

altitude conditions. 

D.2 Test rig arrangement 

For the altitude tests use was made of the larger altitude chamber of the 

Mechanical Engineering Department Cooling Systems Laboratory (Fig.1 main 

report, Ref.4). This necessitated some modification of the ducts external to 

the specimen and, since no observers were to be in the cabin in the actual 

testss:, the switching on of the internal recording instruments, dwnmy men, etc., 

was converted from local (internal) control to remote (external) control. 

D.3 Preliminary tests 

Initially tests were made under ground level conditions in the altitude 

chamber to check the operation of the equipment. Some redistribution of the 

skin temperature resulted from the specimen being in the chnmber. This was 

corrected to a great extent by adjustment of the radiant heater array but some 

difference remained (e.g. the bottom of the specimen was somewhat hotter 

relative to the specimen mean skin temperature than previously). 

It was also found that due to the thermal inertia of the chamber and 

chamber air, the external skin temperature and/or the power requirements 

took a greater time to stabilise. 

D.4 Range of investigation 

Tests were made at various mass flows between 40 and 60 lb/min under 

conditions representing a cabin altitude of 6a>0 ft. T'ne inlet temperature 

was adjusted to maintain a control temperature of 25°C (nominal) as in the 

earlier ground level tests. 

~ -.-. - - - _~- --- - --. --. ---- -_--- 

* Note No observers were permitted to take part in the tests because of the 

~14 l'l‘icul ty, in this case, of providing adequate emergency escape facilities. 
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D.5 Results and discussion 

D.5.'1 General 

One immediately evident difference in results was that in the chamber, 

the specimen air inlet temperature had to be reduced below that required to 

produce the same cabin conditions when the test was made outside the chamber. 

This appeared to be due to the additional heat pick up in the inlet risers 

in the forward domed end. The air temperature in the domed ends was sub- 

stantially higher with the specimen in the chamber than it hod bezn previously. 

For the above reason, and because the "scatter" of the results was 

found to be greater than had been experienced previously, tests under ground 

level conditions were interspersed in the altitude test series to act as 

control tests. At one stage in the test series the specimen cverail heat 

pick up radically increased, accompanied by a change in wall duct air 

temperature distribution, The indications were that a failure of the 

primary insuiation had occurred somewhere near the exit end of the specimen. 

Inspection showed that a foamed plastic insulation panel (and attached glass 

fibre blanket) had become distorted and detached from its fr‘ame fixings. 

This breakdown provided direct and substantial leakage between the wall duct 

and the aircraft skin, which affected the air gap temperature distribution 

over most of the specimen. It was also possible that the effective leakage 

area varied between tests and that some leakage occurred csrly in the 

series, A repair was made in the relatively accessible area of damage but 

the heat pick up and temperature distribution wcr e restored only temporarily, 

indicating that further primary insulation damage may have occurred in some 

more inaccessible area (as extensive an inspection as possible had been made 

but in some arcas this required stripping out all underfloor pipework, 

instrumentation and secondary insulation; this was not considered practical), 

For the above seasons, only the earlier tests of the series were 

considered acceptable for any assessment of altitude effects. 

~.5.2 Presentation of results 

In Fig.Jl(a),cabin inlet air ttzmperatures, measured in the riser duct 

and at the "nozzles" in the perforated trim are plotted against air flow and 

compared with the values for Phase 4 tests made outside the altit*Jde chamber. 

Agreement between the Phase 4 and Phase 5 tests is close, the difference in 
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inlet temperatures at the perforated trim being attributable to the change 

in cabin heat load (24 dummy passengers only in the altitude tests, while in 

the ground tests there were additional live observers) and possibly due to s 
the change in thermomctry brought about by the need for automatic recordings 

in the Phase 5 tests. A comparison of specimen inlet air temperatures (Fig.Dl(b)) t 
indicates the additional heat pick up in the riser ducts, in tests made in 

the chamber, due to the higher temperature of the domed ends (see Para. 5.1). 

'Wall duct temperatures (corrected to 27'C at level 1) are shown in 

Fig.D2 and compared with the idealised values for Phase 4. Good correlation 

was obtained between Runs I to 5 and the Phase 4 results, while Runs 6 to 9 
showed a departure from the earlier values. Repair of the specimen at this 

stage (see Para 5.1) restored the correlation (Runs 13 to 12) but thereafter 

it was apparent that further primary insulation breakdown had occurred 

(Runs 13 and 14). Later tests, not recorded, showed that still further 

deterioration had occurred. 

It is apparent that only Runs ‘1 to 5 and 10 to 12 may be used with 

confidence. The variation of primary wall insulation transmittance with air 

flow is shown for these runs in Fig.D3(a). The departure from the Phase 4 

results is attributable to ths additional temperature rise in the riser ducts 

in the domed ends, Correction for this additional heat pick up produces the 

Points shown in Fig.D3(b),which agree well with the Phase 4 results, 

D-5.3 The effects of altitude 

Control tests made under ground level conditions have been identified in 

Figs.Dl to D3. It can be seen that within the limits of experimental scatter there 

is no detectable difference between the internal heat transfer processes at 

ground level and at a cabin altitude of 6000 ft. 

An attempt made to measure the low cabin air velocities by remote instru- 

mentation was not successful but it is evident that the velocities at sny 

particular air mass flow must be increased at t'nc reduced ambient pressure 

corresponding to a cabin altitude of 60~0 ft. No evidence was available on 

the subjective effect of this combined velocity and density change, however 

it is thought that to some extent the effects will tend to bc self cancelling. 

D.5.4 Further comments 

The primary insulation breakdown experienced in the tests was directly 

caused by the need for pressure relief across the primary insulation when the 
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cabin altitude was changed. Evidently, direct air l&sage between the 

outer (static) air gap in the insulation, and t;he inner we,11 gapI which was 

expected in the baggage compartment where the primary insulation had not 

been repaired, was insufficient. 

Tne extent of the primary insulation c?amage was accentuated by the 

embrittled state of the foamed WC insulation. 

Bearing in mind that in the 27 ft length of t%? test specimen the 

total volume of the outer air sap was of the order of 8d cubic f-t;, ii; trcdd 

appear essential that if an air gap is in$.urled in the primary insulation 

then a suitable method of pressure relief shz:Ld be incorporated in the 

design. 

Conclusions 

The tests showed that no difference in ovcm!-i heat transfer in t;'ne 

specimen was deteCtt?ble between the ground lcve1, and the 6000 ft altitude 

tests. 

NO observers took part in the tests but it is considered that in view 

of the low cabin air vel.ozities heat transfer from the pzssengers may be 

mainly bf natural convection processes, in which case the change in ambient 

pressure may affect these processes and hence influence comfort. (See 

Pnrs.9.7 of the main text.) 

The tests showed the nead to provide some means of prersurc rclicf 

across the primary insulction if a st.atic air gag ' is Iil~3r-pGr2~ted sn the 

primary insulation scheme. 
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PHASE 6 - THF: USE OF JETS FOR INTRODUCING CABIN COOLING AIR 

TRCLNSIENT CASES - SCHEMES E AND F 

E.I Introduction 

Though it was evident that further tests on t'ne cabin specimen 

would be of limited value for heat transfer investigations, because of the 

deterioration of the primary insulation, the opportunity was taken to investi- 

gate a final air distribution scheme in which air was introduced into the cabin 

through nozzles, jet entrainment being an important part of the cabin condi- 

tioning process. 

E.2 Specimen and test rig 

Scheme E 

For these tests a hat rack was refitted to the specimen, approximately 

30 inches wide and 5 ft above the cabin floor level. All perforations in 

the perforated trim of the previous air distribution sc‘heme were blanked off 

and the duct used as a manifold for supplying air to the nozzles, just below 

the hat rack, in the manner shown in Fig.El(a). The starboard side of the 

cabin was provided with discrete nozzles, 4 inch diameter and at 2 inch 

pitch with centres 3/l 6 inch below the hat rack. Initially the port side 

of the specimen was provided with a continuous slot which could be varied 

from 'l/l6 inch to 3/‘16 inch width. Later this slot was dispensed F;ith cand 

the same arrangement used as was on the starboard side. 

L?n both sides "half round" mouldcc' wooden section strips were fitted 

to the underside of hat racks, as shown in FigsXl(a) and (b), to induce 

some turbulence and possibly induce better mixing of cabin and nozzle air. 

Scheme F 

This scheme was an improved version of Scheme E. The perforated trim 

was removed and all holes in the inner longitudinal ducts sealed off. 

Connection to the nozzle manifold was by 1 inch dhmeter pipes sufficient 

in number to ensure choking at the nozzles. These short connecting pipes 

and the longitudinal ducts were then insulated with approximately an inch 

thickness of glass fibre mat. 

The strip lights, previously located under thze translucent perforated 

trim cloth were removed to their earlier position (Schemes A to C) near the air 

exit in the roof. 
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During the series, the * inch nozzles were openedout first to v/32 inch 

and finally to 5/16 inch diameter. 

Finally, the roof discharge grille was covered with a thickness of 

woven nylon cloth to reduce radiation from that source. In most of the tests 

air was expelled from the cabin from both the roof and floor discharge 

grilles. 

Three simulated windows, consisting of perspex panels fitted with 

electrical heaters (variable) were installed to determine the effect of 

window surface radiation on passenger comfort, 

E-3 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation was similar to that used in Phase 4 tests, The 

control thermometer was restored to its early position near the centre of 

the cabin. 

E.4 Procedure 

Scheme E 

The required air flow was set up with the nominated ratio of roof to 

foot discharge and the cabin control temperature raised to the required 

value. This usually required supplying air to the cabin at about 35°C for 

a half hour. The observers then entcrcd the specimen and the dummy men 

were switched on to give full passenger load. The contrcl temperature was 

then maintained at its preselected value (by adjusting the inlet air 

temperature) for one half hour, with the specimen skin at ambient temperature, 

representing the take off <and climb. At the end of the period the radiant 

heaters were put on to automatic control and th e skin temperature raised to 

approximately 115°C in about 10 minutes, representing the acceleration phase 

of the flight, Skin temperature was then held constant for 2 hours 20 minutes 

to represent the cruise while the cabin inlet temperature was reduced to keep 

a steady control temperature, At the end of the cruise period the radicant 

heat was switched off and readings continued for a further 20 minutes to cover 

the descent period, 

Scheme F 

In these later tests the short term rise in air supply temperature, 

which occurs when the engines are throttled back at the beginning of descent 

was represented. This was arranged to occur simultaneously with switching 

off the radiant heat. 
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At the time of testing it was intended that in normal flight, air should 

be obtained from four cooling systems operating in parallel. Should one system 

fail the remaining three systems would continue to supply cooling air but 

somewhat reduced in quantity. In a number of the tests, a one in four system 

failure, after one hours cruising, was represented, 

E.5 

given 

E.6 

E.6.1 

cabin 

Results 

The tests are summarised in Table '1. Results for a selection of tests are 

in graphical form in Figs.E2 to E?2. 

Discussion of results 

The use of nozzles 

The merits of using this method of introducing ventilating air into the 

were substantiated by the tests, The quantity of ambient air entrained 

by the jet may be quite large compared to the quantity of "primazy" air, and 

as near as 6 inches from the nozzle entrainment factors may be as high as 8 : ‘l 

(Ref.2) for conditions such as existed in the tests. Thus the temperature of 

the mixed air approaches that of the embient (entrained) air, while its 

velocity decays rapidly. Some jet temperature and velocity profiles are < 

given in Figs .E2 and E3 res2ectivel.y and in Fig.Eb. The velocities are maxima 

( i.e. on the jet axis), the average vclccity being about one third of the maximum. a 

The mechanism of entrainment induces a circulation of low velocity air 

over the passengers while the direct jet passes above head level. 

Another advantage of this method of introducing cabin air is that the 

final mixing of the air is done in the cabin. Thds a relatively small flow 

of cold air is ducted to the cabin rather than a larger flow of mixed air with 

its higher duct losses. 

E .6.2 General comments 

The test runs showed that reasonably good cabin temperature control was 

achieved, using manual control based on previous experience. The indications 

are that, because of the thermal capacity of the cabin, a pre-progran?mcd inlet 

air temperature would 'probably be an effective means of providing a reasonably 

constant cabin temperature for any given flight plan. The progremme selected 

would vary with the number of passengers and the initial conditions before 

take off (ideally the latter should be obtained by ground conditioning). go??:le 

t 
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normal subsonic type automatic control might be sqerimposed to allow for 

general variations in j?assengcr metabolic heat output, e.g. at night the 

passenger metaboiic rate might be expected to decrease while at meal 

times one might expect a substantial incrcasc in metabolic rate. 

E.G.3 Comments on Scheme E tests 

The first series of tests showed a marked improvement in gcncral cabin 

conditions when compared with czriier tests (Appendices B and C). 

With previous schemes the minimum air ,supply capable of maintaining 

satisfactory conditions overall, including the aisle, was 40 lb/min (Scheme D). 

With the nozzle system, conditions throughout the cabin became more uniform 

and discomfort in the aisle at low mass flows was alleviated. It was found 

that with a total air mass flow as low as 29 lb/min (at a control temperature 

of 22'C measured in the aisle) cabin condition s were comfortable throughout 

(Figs.E4 and E5). There was no marked cooling of the ankles in spite of the 

fact that up to I7 lb/min of the air was discharged at the bottom of the 

walls. 

With a total air flow of 23 lb/&n, with 8 lb/min discharged through 

the roof (control temperature 24°C) observers in the cabin were conscious of 

a feeling of "stuffiness', more particularly in the aisle (Figs.E7 and E8), 

This was thought to be due to a combination of reduced air movement at head 

level in the aisle combined with greater direct reJiation from the roof 

grille and the roof primary insulation visible through the grille. It was 

considered that this condition was only marginally comfortable over a 

complete flight but was more than adequate as an emergency condition. 

With 3 lb/min of air discharged through the roof and 17 lb/min discharged 

through "foot discharge" grilles, the undesirable features of the previous 

condition were emphasised and though conditions were adequate for a part 

system failure case, they were not sufficiently comfortable for normal opera- 

tion over a long period. 

B-6.4 Limitations of Scheme E tests 

Cabin conditions may have been influenced by L'ne fact that direct 

radiation could be felt from the roof primary insulation through the roof 

discharge grille, though this may have been offset by th;2 cold surface of 

the uninsulated duct (i-e. '$erSxated trim") above the luggage rack. In 
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addition, there was certainly some (unknown) LeakaGe from the latter duct 

which diffused into the cabin at the expense of the nozzle flJw. 

~.6.5 Comments on Scheme F tests 

These tests, on a more representative installation, were made to confirm 

and extend the previous investigation with Scheme E installed in the cabin. 

There was a noticeable iqrovement in conditions in the aisle and in the 

seats adjacent to the aisle from the provision of a nylon cloth radiation 

barrier over the roof dischsrge grill, particularly at low air flows. 

In general, conditions were found to be most comfortable at a control. 

temperature of 24'C. Total air fUw could be reduced to 25 lb/min, with 

'10 lb/min through the roof exit, with no thermal discomfort. Under these 

conditions some observers complained of slight draughts in the aisle seats 

apparently due to residual velocity from the jets on the opposite wall (see 

comments of Table 2 which appP~ to a 29 lb/min case). 

Observers seated adjacen t to a simulated window were quite conscious 

of the thermal radiation from its surface which was maintained at about 

8"~ above general cabin wall temperature. Evidently a smaller differential 

must be achieved in an actual aircraft, 

c 

E.6.6 One in four system failure 

Practical difficulty was experienced in maintaining the same specimen 

and cabin air inlet temparatures when simulating a quarter system failure 

(see Figs.E9 and E10) due to the thermal inertia of the ducting etc, and inter- 

action of wall and floor discharge. However, in general, cabin temperatures 

rose approximately 24°C in the first fifteen minutes after failure and then 

increased at a slower rate unZi1 af'tcr about '1 hour the tcmpcrature stabilised 

at approximately 5°C above the original (full air flow) condition. It was 

considered t‘nat these conditions were not unacceptable in an emergency. 

E.G.7 End of cruise conditions 

The temporary increase in system delivery temperature at the beginning 

of "descent" (about *lO“C) caused the general level of cabin temperatures to 

rise almost linearly to a maximum of 5°C above the end of cruise level and 

then fall at the same --ate in t‘nc case of Run 9 (Fig.E.12). The maximum tempera- 

ture was reached in 12 minutes. In tests where skin heat was cut simultaneously 
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the momentary temperature rise was not as great and was of shorter 

duration. 

In most cases the observers were hardly aware of the temperature 

rise before it commenced to drop, perhaps due to the thermal inertia of 

their clothing. Certainly any discomfort was momentary, 

E.0.5 Complete system failure 

During Test 4 there occurred an inadvertant failure of the air 

supplies and the opportunity was taken to record the cabin temperatures 

after failure (Fig,E8). Skin heat was kept on, simulating the worst 

possible condition. It was evident that an appreciable time was avail- 

able for corrective action. A failure case is discussed in more detail 

elsewhere (Appendix F). 

E.G.9 Limitations of Scheme F tests 

Progressive deterioration of the specimen took place as the test 

programrae proceeded. The main deterioration was in the condition of the 

primary (foamed PVC) insulation above the roof discharge grille, which 

was exposed on stripping down the specimen on completion of the tests. 

It was believed that the deterioration was accelerated by prolonged tests 

with low air flow through tha roof discharge grille. 

Insulation break down in the roof resulted in substantial heat 

leakage into the wall gap. This gave higher wall duct air temperatures 

and consequently somewhat higher cabin wall temperatures. The cffcct is 

illustrated by comparing data for two similar tests as in Table 3. It is 

thought however that even the later tests gave a good indication of cabin 

conditions and, the limiting air flow of 25 lb/min probably still applies 

though, without leakage, it could possibly have been introduced into the 

cabin at a somewhat higher tcmpcrsturc. 

E.7 Conclusions 

The use of nozzles mounted beneatn the hat rack seemed to be a very 

effective way of introducing conditioning air into the cabin. Air pcnetrs- 

tion and circulation was improved generally over previous schemes. It :zTas 

found possible to effectively air condition the 20 f-t X 12 ft diameter 

cabin with air flows as low as 25 lb/min, the cabin control temperature 

being 24°C and '10 lb/min of the air being discharged through the roof. 
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The quantity of air discharged through the roof did not appear to be par- 

t3.cuLarl.y critical as long as it was kept above Ib lb/zGn. 

Tests representing complete flight plans indicated that the se%re 

conditions at the beginning of descent caused little or no discomfort to the 

passengers. 

Failure of one in four of the aircraft cabin air systems supplying an 

initial 25 lb/min of air caused the general level of cabin temperature to 

rise approximately 5°C but the condition s were considered to be quite rcascn- 

able in an emergency. 

It appears quite feasible to programme inlet air tcmperatui-e to suit 

any flight pla& allowing for the initial cabin conditions and the passenger 

load, though a temperature control system would still. be required, to cater 

for variations in passenger metabolic heat and in solar radiation through the 

transparencies. 

An 8"~ differential between transparency surface temperature and general 

cabin wall temperature is not compatible with passenger comfort and efforts 

should be made to reduce this differential. 
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Table 2 

Subject comments - Test x0.7 

Seat numbering 

P = Port 
S = Starboard 
Numbered from front 
w = Wall seat 
A = Aisle seat 

SlA 

Before failure 

Quite cool. Left side slight draught on arm. Otherwise quite comfortable 

Just sufficient air movement. In aisle, draughty to head. 

Il.15 Noticeable noise from air inlet holes. 

Generally comfortable. Wearing jacket etc - no pullover. 

No draught at head level. 

No feeling of stuffiness. 

'12.40 Feel slightly warm and stuffy. 

Reduced noise from distribution system. 

No draught. 

'1'1.15 Temperature comfortable but slight draught on face adjacent to aisle. 

Nozzle noise noticeable. Slight draught on knees. 

11.15 MeCan air temperature is good. 

Wall seems to be hot, 

Window seems to be too hot. 

Light draught at feet and knee level. 

Nozzle noise is quite "sensible". 

S6A Ambient temperature good. A little cold at fo& level 

Slight draught on face from time to time. 

Distribution of noise identical to aerodynamic noise at front end of 

Caravelle. 
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Table 2 (Coctd) 

P3A (Experience showed that this subject favoured somewhat warmer conditions 

than average.) 

I'l.fO Jacket off> sleeves rolled up. 

Body temperature comfortable. Sensation of cold air movement on right 

side of head and right arm. 

.Lf seated for long would require jacket to obviate discomfort.to right 

arm and sh-ulder. No sensation of air movement whatsoever on left side 

of head. 

12.43 Very sli'ght sensation of air movement on right side of head and right 

arm. 

Completely comfortable with jacket off and sleeves rolled up. 

NO air movement on left hand side. 

Slight suggestion on left of radiant heat from tin men. 

Body temperature warm but not uncomfortable. 

gj& Distinct draught from the aisle. 

General temperature ievel quite comfortable. (A general- sensation of 

air movement is desirable but this is probably a shade excessive for 

most people.} 

Foot temperature a shade too low. Left hand side of fact always seems 

warmer than right hand side even when leaning forward away from the 

tin men. 

After failure 

Greatly reduced draught from aisle - just enough to be comfkrtable. 

General atmosphere not too stuP&. Temperature level quite comfortable 

provided one is seated. Foot ~em~craturc satisfactory. 

‘1‘1 .'lO Shirt sleeve order, 

Good smoke dispersion. 

Plenty of air movement but I like this, 

Slight coolness of right arm. 

Quite comfortable. 

Slight coolness of ankles. 

Small reduction in velocity may be beneficial. 
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Table 3 

comnarissn of cabin cJndltlW during Slmllar 

Jests before and after development of heat leakage in roof 

Measurements msde approximately l& hours after start of acceleration 

Air flew Air lnlet temp Cabin air temp 

Test run r 
lblmln OC OC wau / w surrace 

temp 
RoH Floor Specimen Cabln Contrwl A$E Aisle 

air 2 
Level Level 

3 4 
Live Dummy 

! 

2 12 17 -8 9 1 a.5 22.5 21 310 i 32 38 7 I 24 
7 j 11 1 18.5 -7 6.5 I 

i 
24.5 i 23.5 22 1 1 37 j 41 4217la I 

kQ!!s 

1 The difference in cabin air inlet temperature In the two tests Is due to improved ductlng 1nsUlatlOn 
lncrrp!Wated for the later tests. 

2 The wall temperatures were recbrded ever two frame pitches adjacent to Starboard Seat 3 at about 
shoulder (seated) level and could be influenced by the exact pssltlon of adjacent du.%W men, The wall 
duct alr temperatures give a better indication of the leakage in the roof primary insulatlon~ 

.b 

c 

3 Level 3 1s 4 It trom floor level. 
Level 4 1s 1 ft r-m rloar level. 
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CABIN TEMPERATURES FOLLCWING CONPLETE SYSTEM FAILURE - SCRRMF D 

F .'l Introduction 

Some disquiet was felt about the effect of complete failure of air 

supplies on thermal conditions in the cabin of a supersonic aircraft when 

cruising at M 2.2. The test described was devised to determine the rate of 

deterioration of cabin conditions in such a case. 

F.2 Specimen and test rig 

The specimen and test rig were as described in Appendix A. Ventilation 

Scheme D was installed at the time of tine test, but the type of ventilation 

scheme should have a negligible effect on conditions after failnre of air 

supplies, 

F.3 Procedure 

With a fuselage outside skin temperature of 105°C and full internal 

heat load, cooling air mass flow and inlet temperature were set to values 

known from previous tests to give con?fortable conditions (at a control 

temperature of 24°C). Temperatures and cabin heat pick up were monitored 

until it was established that conditions within the cabin were stable. 

Complete failure of the cabin cooling system was then simulated by 

closing the valve in the cabin supply duct. Mean outside skin temperature 

was meanwhile kept at its original value. From the time of system failure, 

temperatures within the specimen were recorded at 'I minute intervals for 

16 minutes by four observers. Wall temperatures were recorded automatically. 

F.4 Results 

Conditions before simulated failure were as follows:- 

Mean outside skin temperature 105.60~ 

Total cabin air mass flow 57 lb/min 

Proportion of air discharged through floor discharge grilles 18$ 

Cooling air inlet temperature 16.2"C 

Cabin control temperature (at roof) 24OC. Humidity approx. ,l'-,$ RH, 

Remaining temperatures before system failure are included in the attached 

tables. 
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The internal heat loads were as follows:- 

Roof lights 6 off 80 watts = 480 watts 

Reading lights 12 off 15 watts = 180 watts 

Recorders,etc = ~80 watts 

Under floor lighting ZZ GO watts 

Dummy passengers - 24 off at '110 watts (nominal) = 2640 watts (measured) 

4 observers each assumed to dissipate '110 watts = 440 watts 

Total heat load = 3980 watts. 

Cabin air temperature histories from just before failure to 16 minutes 

after failure are recorded in Table ‘1. Cabin wall surface temperatures are 

given in Table 2. 

The more important results are presented graphically in Figs.F.1 and F2. 

Due to thermal inertia the globe temperature values probably lag behind the 

remaining temperatures and, therefore, they have not been plotted. 

F.5 Discussion of results 

The rate of increase of cabin temperature after system failure with the 

aircraft skin kept at a nominal 1'10°C is shown in Fig.F.1. The initial humidity 

was 15% RR, but measurements were not made after failure since the number of 

human passengers (4) was unrepresentative. 

At 5 to '10 minutes after failure of the system, the observers found it 

desirable to remove their jackets, but thereafter, conditions did not deteriorate 

so rapidly and even after 16 minutes, conditions, though hot (34°C at a seat 

position), were far from unbearable. Initially, the temperature rise at a 

seat position was about 1°C per minute, but later it decreased to about 0.5"C 
per minute. At the end of the test the inside wall trim temperature was 38~ 

at head level decreasing to 34°C at foot level and the radiation effect to a 

seated subject was not very noticeable. 

The results show that complete failure of the cooling system would not 

be catastrophic from a thermal aspect, and indicate the order of the time 

permissible for corrective action. The problem of maintaining pressurisation 

after cooling system failure requires separate study. 
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Table I 

Cabin air temperatures after system failure 

Time after 
system 
failure 
- min 

-4 

9 

‘1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
I 0 

I 1 

'1 2 

'I 3 

14 

I 5 

I6 

Roof 

23.6 23.0 I 22.5 21.5 

I System failure 

24.4 24.4 23.6 

26 .I 25.7 24.7 

27.8 27.2 26.0 

28.3 28.5 27.3 

29.2 29.5 28.4 

33.0 30.4 29.2 

30.6 31.0 29.8 

3.1 .'l 3l .7 30.5 

3l 09 32.4 3‘1 .2 

33.1 33.0 31.8 

33.6 33,8 32.5 

33.6 34.4 33.1 

34.7 35.0 33.5 

35.3 35.5 34.0 

36 .I 35.9 34.5 

36.4 36.4 I 35.0 

Temperature "C 

5 II above 
floor 

21.6 

22.5 

23.0 

23.5 

24.0 

24.5 

24.7 

25.0 

25.2 

25.4 

25.7 

25.8 

26.2 

26.5 

26.5 

26.9 

Gl.obc 
47” above 

f Loor 

Aisle Aisle 
seat seat 
Stiid Port 

23.5 22.0 23.0 

23.5 26.0 25.6 

23.8 26.0 27.0 

24.2 26.6 28.3 

24.7 1 27.0 29.4 

25.5 28.0 30.6 

26.1 28.0 30.85 
26.8 29.0 3.1 .I 

27.5 29.0 31.1 

1 20.2 29.5 32.0 

28.9 30.0 32.5 

29.7 30.5 33.3 

30.3 31 .o 33*6 

31.0 3.1 l 5 34.1 

31.5 32.0 34.4 

32.0 32.5 35.1 

1 32.6 33.0 35.5 
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Table 2 

Trim temperatures* after system failure 

Time Temperature OC 
after 

system Trim cloth temperatures Air outlet Under 
failure to recirc. floor 

min 4A9 4B9 4c9 4D9 2c9 3c9 'ICI0 - in roof air 
L- -̂ - - -7. 

-I .30 28.5 30.0 27.0 27.0 26.0 24.5 26.0 

-0.30 28.5 30.0 27.0 27.5 26.0 25.0 26.0 

0.20 28.5 30.0 27.0 27.0 26.0 25.0 25.5 

1.20 29.0 30.0 27.0 27.5 26.0 28.5 26.0 

2.10 29.0 29.0 28.5 28.0 27.0 1 30.0 1 26.0 

3.'10 32.0 32.0 29.0 30.0 28.0 28.0 27.0 32.0 I 26.0 

4.00 33.0 32.0 29.0 30.0 28.0 28.5 27.0 33.0 I i 26.0 

5.00 34.0 33.0 30.0 30.0 28.5 28.5 27.0 34.0 ( 26.5 

5.50 34.5 33.5 30.0 30.5 28.5 29.0 28.0 34.5 28.0 

6.40 35.0 34.0 30.0 31.0 29.0 29.0 23.0 35.5 28.0 

7.40 36.0 34.5 31.0 31.0 29.0 29.0 29.0 36.0 29.0 

8.30 36.5 35.0 32.0 32.0 30.0 30.0 29.0 36.5 28.5 

9.20 37.0 36.0 32.0 32.0 30.0 30.5 29.5 37.0 1 29.0 

10.20 38.0 36.5 32.0 32.0 30.5 30.5 30.0 38.0 29.0 

11.10 38.0 37.0 32.0 32.0 31.5 31.5 30.0 38.0 29.0 

12.10 38.5 37.5 32.5 32.5 32.0 32.0 30.5 38.5 29.0 

13.10 39.0 38.0 33.0 33.0 32.0 32.0 31.0 39.0 29.0 

14.10 39-o 38.5 33.0 33.0 32.5 32.5 31 l 5 39.0 29.5 . 

15.00 39.5 38.5 33.5 34.0 32.5 32.5 3‘1.0 39.5 29.0 

16.00 40.0 39.0 33.5 34.0 / 33.0 33.0 32.0 1 40.0 29.0 

16.50 j40.0 40.0 j 34.0 34.0 1 33.5 33.5 32.0 40.0 ; 29.0 

*Note: Two air temperatures recorded on the same chart are also included in 
the Table. 
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& 

QTC 

'int(C) 

QC 

QLD 

QLC 

As 

TS 

TCM 

TG 

T1 to T6 

SYIEQLS 

= total heat pick up in the specimen 

= M Cp (Ts - T,) corrected for heat pick up between X and Y 

(see Fig.2) 

= total internal heat load (i.e. instrument heat, dummy passenger 

heat, lighting and observers metabolic heat.) 

= total heat intake through the specimen walls 

= ?I? - 'int 

= total cabin heat pick up 

= (‘1 - d M Cp(T4 - T2) + x M Cp (T4,. - T2) (see Fig.2) 

55 cabin internal. heat load 

= heat through the secondary insulation and floor and by leakage 

directly into the cabin 

= QTC - 'int(C) 

= floor beam heat leakage into the wall cooling duct 

= floor beam heat leakage directly into the interior of the cabin 

= specimen curved surface area through which all heat is assumed 

to pass 

= specimen mean curved surface temperature 

= mean cabin air temperature 

= general expression for wall gap air temperature 

= temperatures at various locations in ducts (see Fig.2) 

TL1 to Tti - mean temperatures at various levels in wall cooling ducts 

(see Fig.C2, Appendix 2) 

(Ts - TGjM = effective mean temperature difference from specimen skin to the 

centre of the wall cooling duct 

*TFB 
= wall cooling air temperature rise due to floor beam heat 

leakage into duct 

M = total specimen air mass flow 

X = fraction of total mass flow discharged through floor discharge 

c = 
P 

specific heat of air at constant pressure 

= 0.24 CHU/lb "C 
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SW?LS_ (Contd) 

specimen overall heat transfer coefficient H 
0 

*c 
U" 
P 

U 
P 

U 
P 

S 

= 

Z 

= 

= 

ZC 

= 

c- 

= 

5 

Q&(TS - TcM) 

cabin overall heat transfer coefficient 

installed primary insulation transmittance 

Q/As (T, - T& 

primary insulation 

leakage into the 

(Q - QLD)/AS (TS - 

primary insulation 

transmittance 

air duct 

TG44 
transmittance 

corrected for floor beam heat 

fully corrected for 
5 

heat leakage. 

QIJC could be The value obtained from panel tests' was used, snd 
determined from 

(Q - Q, - Q&As (Ts - T& 

. 

‘W 

. 
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